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From Coquilles Saint-Jacques
to the Cheese Soufflé, 
any one of these meals
could brighten your day.
But there’s only one dish,
one simple request,
a scrumptious old treat,
French consider the best.
You could say Piperade,
or even Cassoulet.
You could guess both of these,
but you’d probably regret.
Not Pissaladiére?
What about Ratatouille?!
“Nope” to the first.
To the second, “Ah, phooey!”
That one special meal
brings a tear to their eyes.
It’s the hamburger!
You’d think it’d be fries…
A. Friend
“The most popular food in French 
restaurants is the hamburger”
--Fox News Headline
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6If you give your victory to the future and say the best is 
 still ahead,
Then your mere existence will always be what could 
 have been.
Today the tree that flowers tomorrow could be dead. 
Your life will be as a best selling novel that forever goes 
 unread,
Like an old tree stump that decays from within. 
If you give your victory to the future and say the best is 
 still ahead. 
 
If you waste your opportunity because you gave in to a 
 moment’s dread,
What could have been the sound of laughter will be 
 silenced by a solemn grin. 
Today the tree that flowers tomorrow could be dead. 
All life’s possibilities will be like a never-ending spool of  
 thread,
Like a world-class novelist who never picked up a pen. 
If you give your victory to the future and say the best is 
 still ahead.
Laura Wood
Carpe Diem
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Like a bachelor who falls in love but is too afraid to wed,
Your life will be empty. Your accomplishments will 
 be thin.
Today the tree that flowers tomorrow could be dead. 
If you anticipate success, but cower from the darkness 
 overhead
If you fail to see your worth, if you never begin,
If you give your victory to the future and say the best 
 is still ahead,
Today the tree that flowers tomorrow could be dead. 
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8The London clouds reign constant over their estate
like the Americans who crowd her streets.
And condescension cloaked in idealized accents 
subtly teases the naive tourists
while the raindrops transition 
from dream to reality
After making the six hour flight across the pond,
they let their kaleidoscope eyes roam the city
coloring it rosy and warm 
until the clouds drench their cameras 
as if to sabotage their habit of keeping comfortable distances
and instead, join the reality.
Vacation Syndrome
Stevie Morris
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Language is blurry like a cup of stirred coffee;
our mind swirls with it.
The line that comes from one’s mouth
could be a sweet candy filled with bitterness or
a cotton inserted with blades;
it could be as unshakable as a stone or
as inconsistent as a snake.
Language works the way that a puzzle intends
as a veil in front of the hidden truth.
The over-defined meanings Derrida builds
are neither enough to explain why people 
call a place France,
Nor why people cannot call a place France.
We will just be bathed with sunshine beams
that we call as the ushe.
Communication is not clear so 
we drink a cup of water.
Language, as a system of sign and words only, 
has meaning because of the contrast between signs.
The objective world of subjective meanings forms 
 Yin and Yang.
Meanings will be as clear as whitewash
which to Derrida is a word concrete and honest.
Vicky who just detects the way of words
is going to peel off the disguise
with thick words to define again and again.
Yidan Zhang
Cloudiness of Language
Best Poetry Award Winner
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They finally mean something that actually is nothing.
陌上人如玉,公子世无双. 
Then the language stands out for itself
and declares: though I am blurry to human minds,
people still understand the poem’s first line.
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On Monday the grass was stiff and dull green like artichoke, 
and the humidity made each breath feel like it wasn’t enough. 
My little sister twisted her ankle playing hopscotch and Ma 
let us hog the air conditioning in the trailer the rest of the 
day. Tom and Jerry fought between breaks of the televised 
war; Ma chopped onions while she watched.
By Thursday the bruise on Cindy’s ankle was an indigo 
splotch shaped like Vietnam. Ma didn’t care for my compari-
son and said I would spend the rest of the day outside. I didn’t
understand much about the war just that people were dying 
and the kids at the college down the road always held up an-
gry signs against it. They’d come right up to our car and look 
at Ma with their scrunched faces. Ma never looked at them, 
she’d grip the wheel until her knuckles turned white or the 
light flashed green.
The grass was longer now and tickled the spaces between my 
toes. I sat in the front yard pulling tufts of it out of the ground 
to watch them fall. The neighbor’s dog barked then 
whimpered at their door and the sky matched the artichoke 
grass. I thought about warning Ma but I couldn’t pull my eyes 
away from the swirls of periwinkle and jade. I wondered how 
anyone could look away when God seemed to be painting the 
sky. Ma scooped me up and dragged me to the ditch.
Onions
Mari Williams
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The wind whipped at my mother’s dress, contorting the flow-
ers. She prayed, whispering between clenched teeth, my sister 
and I pressed tightly at her sides; heads on her bosom. Friday 
they found the neighbor’s dog with a fence post through his 
stomach. Two men returned my father; but Ma did not have a 
counter to chop onions on.
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The bus to Witchita was frigid, the air stiff and still. The 
passengers were the same, no foot tapping or gum chewing. It 
was silent other than the crank of the heater and the thump-
ing of the Greyhound’s wheels turning on barely paved road. 
Once in Wichita I would take another bus and return to home 
for the first time since my 18th birthday.   
 
When my mother was healthy she had always said, “If you’re 
lost, home is never too far away,” and one day I told her I had 
to leave, that I didn’t know where I was going or when I would 
be back. I’d screamed at her that if I stayed in her twelve by 
nothing trailer one minute longer, I was going to take the 
handgun from under the floorboards of the bathroom and put 
a hole through my skull. And though I had left her in such a 
mess, I’d hoped that when I arrived my mother wouldn’t be 
having a bad day. I wished that all her days were good days. I 
needed today to be a good day.
I already had my duffle bag slung over my shoulder before the 
bus stopped in front of the library. Anxiety boiled in my gut 
with each familiar step into a town that had afforded me few 
memories that weren’t nauseating. I passed the diner where 
Cindy had her first breakdown  and then the liquor store that 
had been our favorite place to hopscotch while waiting for Ma. 
I walked until the crumbling buildings turned into fields of 
corn, stopping at the address I’d found in the phone book. I 
Onions, Part 2
Mari Williams
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held my breath, because even though it was her fourth trailer 
since the first tornado it looked identical to the others. All of 
her trailers had blue trimmings and a mailbox with a spray 
painted golden heart on the left side. When we were young 
Cindy and I would cut up paper mache dolls and tape them to 
the mailbox. My mother didn’t care as long as we didn’t cover 
up her golden heart. The dolls never touched her heart.
Although the screendoor felt heavy when I opened it, I 
knocked with confidence. Three seconds passed with no 
answer, but I could hear I Love Lucy and see the television 
blinking through the window.
A man with hard eyes and a scowl under his mustache opened 
the door. He was wearing a sweat-stained wifebeater with 
blue jeans tucked into worn cowboy boots. 
     “Can I help you?” he asked, maneuvering a toothpick be-
tween his teeth.
     “Is Mary Ann Hart — I mean Roseburg, here?” I said.
     “Who is that, Bill?” My mother called from inside, with a 
voice that rasped and scratched from years of inhaling carcin-
ogens.  
     “Some pretty young thing,” Bill sneered back before re-
turning to the couch.
I stood between the screen door and the trailer fidgeting. 
My mother came into view then. She looked smaller than I 
remembered, somehow even more fragile, a cigarette resting 
between her lips.
     “Ma,” I said, tears clumping in the back of my throat. 
She didn’t say anything at first, she simply took my sweaty 
hands in her veiny ones. Then she reached for my face and 
ran her hands over it. She rubbed the bridge of my nose, ran 
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her fingers over my eyebrows. She caressed my cheeks as if 
she was reading braille or trying to learn it. 
We sat on the porch swing and Ma showed me photographs 
of the vacation she took with Bill to Arkansas then started in 
about her onion garden.
I got flashbacks from my childhood then, of a pile of onions 
that made a home in the corner of our kitchen counter. My 
mother would chop silently, sometimes violently for hours, her 
back turned to us, shoulders heaving. When she was done she 
would smile and wipe her eyes with the long sleeves of her 
dresses and go to bed early complaining of a headache. The 
next morning she would wake up anew, with clear eyes that 
in my youth I had forced myself to believe were what happy 
looked like. 
     “Bill loves onions, sweetheart,” she said. “He eats them so 
much I figured we should just grow our own instead of getting 
them from the grocery store.”
     “How’s Cindy?” My voice cracked with guilt when I said my 
sister’s name.
     “She’s just fine,” Ma said. “It’s too cold to grow anything 
in those beds now but just wait until spring honey, they will 
blossom.” 
     “When was the last time you saw her?” I pressed.
     “Who?” she asked.
     “Cindy, Ma.”
     “Well,” she said looking up as if she was counting. ”Well 
I’m not sure.”
     “I’m going to see her tomorrow Ma, and I’d really like you 
to join me,” I said holding her gaze.
     “Now I just don’t think that will work for us,” she said star-
ing up at the roof again.
     “Us?” I asked.
     “Bill and I, sweetie,” she said. “We’re going to be busy.”
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     “I really think Cindy would be really happy if we both 
visited her,” I said.
     “I told you I can’t,” Ma said through her teeth.
     “Why not, Mother?”
     “Jesus Christ! Because I said so, stop asking so many god-
damn questions,” she flipped. Ma got quiet then and shivered 
like something was passing through her. “I’ve had 23 good 
days now I’m back to zero.”
I placed my hand on top of hers searching her eyes again.    
     “Don’t fucking touch me!” she shrilled. 
I sighed glancing back at the trailer where the television had 
gotten louder. When I looked back at Ma she was biting her 
nails and tears rimmed her eyes. 
     “I lost my job six months ago, Ma,” I choked letting tears 
slide down my cheeks. “I sold my car and then my ex stole all 
of my money.”
     “I don’t have any money to give you,” she replied.
     “I didn’t come here for that, Ma.”
     “Then why did you come?”
     “Because I foolishly thought that after all these years I 
might return to a normal mother,” I said standing up with 
clenched fists. “I thought the woman who told me home was 
never too far if I was lost, might still be alive somewhere un-
der your layers of defeat, self-pity, and hypocrisy.”
I wanted to pull the words back into my mouth as soon as 
they escaped. But my mother’s eyes were already straining 
toward the sky.
     “Get. Out.” she snarled.
     “I’m sorry,” I pleaded but she wouldn’t look at me.
     “Get out! Get out! Get out!” she yelled this repeatedly 
slamming her hand against the wooden arm rest of the porch 
swing. 
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I picked my duffle bag off the artichoke colored ground before 
walking the 5 miles back to town. 
.
The state psychiatric hospital was only two blocks from the 
city bus stop, and my feet were grateful for it. The building 
was sturdy and welcoming but the suicide bars on the win-
dows reminded me otherwise. I remembered the woman from 
the front desk but she did not recognize me. 
I gave her my name and I.D. and she told me Cindy was 
scheduled to be in the craft room. Her wide eyed gaze made it 
obvious she was surprised I was here. 
     “Ma’am could you tell me the last day my sister had a visi-
tor?” I asked.
     “Of course. Let’s see...May 5th, 1976.” No one had visited 
Cindy in five years.  
The corridors of the mental hospital were frigid and the smell 
of bleach stained the air. The craft room was intimate and I 
recognized the back of Cindy’s head from the hallway. I sat 
across from her at the table but she didn’t look up.
     “Cindy, it’s me Sissy,” I said in a voice I didn’t recognize.
She stared up at me for a moment with blank unblinking eyes 
and asked, “Where’s Ma?”
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We all had our demons. They clung to our backs, whispered in 
our ears, guided our hands. Some people had similar demons, 
but the always showed themselves in different ways. No 
amount of prayer or holy water would ever destroy them as 
they did in the movies. We couldn’t always see them, especial-
ly not at first.
Marie’s demon showed itself in the bruises that ringed her 
wrists. It was the black eye she couldn’t explain. It made her 
afraid of people. It told her to cry when a teacher was too 
stern with her, to flinch when someone moved too quickly 
toward her. She never mentioned hers, but we knew.
Rena’s demon was barely visible. It was the taught skin 
against her ribs, the concave of her stomach. It told her to 
refuse the school lunches, to run to the bathroom if she had 
eaten more than a bite. She didn’t have to tell us hers.
Jenna’s was the least obvious. It was the boys who snickered 
and called her slut, the dead look in her eyes. It told her that 
no one would believe her, that it was easier to be scared of 
them than fight them. She would never tell us.
We should have asked for help. We should have helped each 
other. But demons have a way of silencing people. So we never 
sought outside help. We just tried to carry each other, hoping 
to someday shake the demons off.
Demons
Michaela Moore
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For all epsilon greater than zero,
  prove
 you have what it takes to get a degree.
 
  Noether, Lovelace, and Hypatia1 
    spirit
   you to de-circular your arguments.
 Calculus, Modern, and Analysis
   equal
  the limit from n = freshman to infinity of your  
   brain capacity. 
Sine, Cosine, and Tangent
  recall
 some old hippie caught another hippie tripping 
  on acid.2 
  Family, friends, and professors
    steady
 this old student caught in poetry tripping 
  on mathematics.
 This happy student
   graduates
  on May 14th, 2016.  Q. E.D.3 
Sin (Poetry) = Degree
Joy Ashford
 1Famous mathematicians
  2Trick to remember sin(Θ) = opposite/hypotenuse, cos(Θ) = adjacent/hypotenuse and 
tan(Θ) = opposite/adjacent.
  3Latin, Quod Erat Demonstrandum, meaning that which was to be proven, placed at 
the end of a proof in mathematics.
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Light sand shadows
Sprinkled on the wall—
As time trickled down,
Burying us all.
The setting sun collapsed,
When darkness stole the day—
And when the hour comes,
Even shadows fade away.
But the Watcher of Our Fate
Can turn the dial around.
And if we sink too fast,
He’ll turn the sand to ground.
So do not shed a single tear—
There simply is no need to weep.
For light sand shadows sprinkle down,
And help you fall asleep…
Light Sand Shadows
A. Friend
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She believed she was magical like water, 
full of life and beautiful. 
Her graphite smudges danced on a blank page.
The taste of metal tingles and pinches her tongue. 
The vibrant blue pen she likes to chew as she taps her foot. 
 Tap…tap…tap to a rhythm of the muse.
 All she wanted was to be loved 
for all the things she loved to do.  
She saw the words she wrote in glistering 
rainbows of dreams and loved it. 
In the third grade at Brinton Elementary School, 
Kolton Langenwalter told her he loved her. 
He was the first boy to ever say so. 
She loved him back. 
She didn’t know what love meant. 
The girls thought she stuffed her bra.
“TP breats” replaced her name. 
They envied her physical maturity 
So she wished to be them 
And when she told her southern friend,
She said “Bless your heart” 
And she thought her friend was the nicest 
person she’d met since moving. 
But the fierce apple of Sin isolated her 
Outside the brick fortress of the congregations. 
She flew up past the sky looking for heaven
But burnt her proud wings.
Contemplations of Importance
Brooke Ashley
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Babbles babbling the abc’s 
In loud boisterous bellows 
Pretending she could sing. 
Someone will tell her otherwise. 
Someone will always tell her otherwise. 
He choreographs her brilliance, 
like a puppeteer with loose string. 
 
Deum non esse,
The balloon cradled her in its arms 
As the basket weaves fell into the perpetual sunrise. 
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Certain people stick with you. Like a summer rain storm that 
cools the humid air and leaves everything fresh and anew, 
some people walk into rooms and never truly leave. 
A group of souls gathered together to share intimate mo-
ments.  College freshmen turn into June weddings and then 
into new jobs, and then into announcements of new family 
members, and then into starting new dreams in new cities far 
away. 
Long night chats that flow into early morning conversations. 
Bloodshot eyes, hoarse voices and delirious speech.   
Sometimes summer showers unexpectedly turn into storms 
that wreck and ravage. The Tear stained cheeks and crumpled 
tissues are scattered across laps. Conversations that make 
the air feel heavy and thick fill rooms. Reassuring words and 
holding of hands. The unthinkable words pass through their 
open mouths. Words that sounds like divorce, disorder and 
dying. An unsettling feeling seeps into the body. The wrong 
words enter through the door like an unwelcome guest. An 
unruly drunken dinner guest whose dress is too tight and 
makeup smeared across her face stumbles in. Everyone smiles 
politely at her, keeps their heads down and their comments 
short and clipped praying for this social embarrassment to 
leave as quickly as she came.   
D Group 
Laura Sherrill
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 The morning after, the sun shines, birds sing and people 
clean. Fallen tree branches and rubbish littering their usually 
perfect lives. The morning after you wonder, did that really 
just happen?  Did I really say those things? Did she hear me 
say those things? Do you think she’ll forget I ever said those 
things? Tears turn into laughter and almost as if  someone 
opened a window the burdensome words fly out leaving ev-
eryone saying “I survived.” You walk out into the abyss, stand 
among them and watch as the storm crashes into you holding 
hands with souls.
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I’ve never understood why no one is allowed to laugh at Jesus. 
The guy was a riot, revolutionary, all around BAMF(Bad 
Ass MotherFucker). I laugh at Gandhi all the time and he’s 
pretty ok with it. In most Christian churches you cannot 
have a laugh at Jesus’ expense, not even in a predominately 
black Christian church. Have you ever been to a church full of 
God fearing black folks? It is my belief that everyone should 
experience it at least once, no matter race. It is beautiful. 
It’s passion, reverence, and bright, movingly pure energy. 
It is something that can only be felt in the moment. You’ll 
stop, breathe, look around in awe at what you’re witnessing, 
amazed at the primitiveness of it all. 
I grew up going to different Christian churches with my moth-
er on occasion, and practicing Judaism when I stayed with my 
father; one can only wonder why I’m not religious. My mother 
loves God, but being the honest, loving, no-shit-taking woman 
she is, she’s always struggled to find a church she is comfort-
able in. We had a particularly disquieting experience once, at 
Baptist Church in Maryland. My mother later described the 
experience as “maniacal” and “Only about out crazying the 
person next to you, nothing to do with God.” I was about 15 
at the time and we had travelled to this “sanctuary” with the 
people from a much smaller church we had been attending, it 
was a field trip of sorts; and what ensued felt similar to one of 
the many  class trips I’d taken to the zoo in grade school. 
Laughing With God: 
The Big Shebang
Mari Williams
Best Nonfiction Award Winner
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When we arrived  everything felt the same; quiet, the air 
speckled with guilt and penance for the sins that had trans-
gressed between the present and the Sunday before. The 
church sat just off the interstate, nestled between a Churches 
Chicken and forest full of sycamores (This irony was uncom-
fortable.) The outside of the church could have been mistaken 
for a wealthy dentistry or miniscule outlet mall. There were 
many of us in a room that should have held only half as many. 
I was hot and already sweaty, my dress clung to me as if 
I might run from it, and with each breath I couldn’t catch 
enough air to be comfortable. I hated unfamiliar places and 
faces. I didn’t know most of these people, and I wasn’t sure 
quite how they wanted me to act. I hugged my elbows and 
waited for the sermon to begin. 
The pastor was of medium height with a stomach that pro-
truded out in all directions, the buttons on his suit pressed 
firmly against his abdomen, ready to pop with enough 
movement. Like most in his profession he was charismatic, 
with skin as dark and rough as charcoal. He had a smile that 
stretched from one end of his face to the other with blinding 
and symmetrical teeth. This particular church began their 
service with a sort of warm up service, then a sermon, then 
the Big Shebang.
For the sake of honesty, I will admit that at this point in my 
religious journey, I had grown tired of worship. This warmup 
worship of sorts, that unsurprisingly felt nothing like a war-
mup, left me rightfully drained. I said to myself, in a way that 
had become routine for a Sunday morning, “Why does God 
want me to do this?” and “This seems a bit narcissistic on his 
part” and “I’m hungry.”
Once we had finally gotten to the sermon, it did not take long 
for me to get bored. I’d never fallen for the intrigue or fear 
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of a pastor’s hard eyes or creamy voice; I’d always just fallen 
asleep. The pastor spoke soft, then shuffled through volumes 
varying from loud to rambunctious, when he wanted to drive 
a point. His voice was even, smooth, and bellowed off the 
walls in a calming way. My eyelids burned, often going slack, 
but there was always a loud and drawn out “Yes Lord!” from 
various women with paper stick fans to stop me from slipping 
into a comatose state. 
Although I cannot remember anything of the sermon (not 
even enough to pretend I do), the important part of this mem-
ory comes during the Big Shebang worship. Thinking about it 
now I can’t help but wonder how odd it would look to someone 
who had not grown up around the Christian Faith. 
In one moment, the pastor stood over a thin woman, his arms 
gripping her birdlike shoulders, chanting aggressively in a 
tongue I assumed he presumed came straight from God’s 
mouth. The chanting continued and escalated into a roar, 
the woman’s body went slack then and her shoulders fell in a 
dreamy almost graceful way. The pastor patted at the sweat 
trying to fall from his face shouting, “Someone get this woman 
some water.” Four women in blindingly vibrant skirt suits, 
ushered themselves into view, helping the woman over to a 
chair.  Hell, I was perplexed into silence, watching a bunch of 
seemingly sane human beings scream, jump, and roll around 
on the floor in the name of someone who had yet to make their 
presence known. 
The scene reminded me of when I was 8 years old at the beach 
in my strappy blue one piece all smiles and wet hair—until I 
got stung by a Portuguese Man of War (i.e basically a jelly-
fish’s cousin). Some can be large but others are so tiny that 
you don’t even see them until you’ve already been stung. I 
never met my attacker. I couldn’t see the creature, but felt its 
tentacles searing my flesh. I sprawled out, shrieking, flapping 
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around in the sand like a washed up fish. My mother looked 
over at me flailing from her fuschia beach chair and laughed. 
She couldn’t see the sea monster of course, all she knew was 
that her child was rolling around in the sand, screaming at 
the earth. 
During the worship, I understandably wanted to laugh, at 
these people who believed looking the most ridiculous (or) like 
you needed the most medical attention, would put them in 
front of their neighbors at the gates of heaven.  They seemed 
to think God would gaze up from his leather bound book 
and say, “Ah, yes, you shouted my name louder and jumped 
with more purpose than anyone behind you at every church 
service,” he would say scratching his long white beard. “And 
because you performed all of those dramatic antics in my 
name, you will receive unlimited access to our V.I.P Shepard’s 
lounge, run by the Puritans of course.”
I only ever felt the Holy Spirit once, and though I’m still not 
convinced it wasn’t gas, it didn’t do much for me. But maybe 
it did for you, your sister, or your deli guy, and that’s ok. My 
point in all this is to say; Jesus isn’t for everyone, but neither 
is Buddha or Krishna or Beyonce, and that’s ok. 
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Your voice cloaks me like the gentle waft
of blackberry smoke from the cigars
we shared on the terrace as we laughed,
watching the rings mingle with the stars.
It alights on me in tongues that lick
in search of sweetness, as from rims of wine
glasses or hard candies round and thick.
It wraps my tears in licorice and twine.
My vagrant heart turns to a needle, new
and bright, through an old tapestry quilt
of a knight guiding his maiden through
the twilight woods, hand rested on the hilt.
Elixir
Katherine Harrison
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I twist myself into a knot
At thoughts of my roommate and my mugshot
The bunkmate cast from the fires of Hell
I sent her back, they sent me to a cell
She drove me insane, wearing my clothes
Sure!  What’s mine is yours, don’t ask, don’t impose
Nameless boys stumbled in the night
Leaving behind vomit, oh how polite!
I am just the live-in housekeeper
Until roles change now I’m the grim reaper.
Learn Your Manners
Kaitlyn Davis
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you told me
you heard
there are many possible universes
where all the impossible things
are coming true
in my favorite universe
you come back for me
instead of just asking
my blank face
what do you want me to do?
to be fair,
in your favorite
possible universe
I probably
never left
in the first place
but what      else
did you      think
I would do?
My Favorite Universe
Rebekah Milwee
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It had been three months since I’d tasted her. I had been home 
from my “vacation” for less than a day when she called me. I 
was able to block her call when I was away, that environment 
allowed it, but not here. She is my greatest enemy and lover, 
my one and only muse. I need her and she knows it. A jealous 
lover. Equal parts beauty and bitch. She destroys my relation-
ships with everyone else to keep me to herself. My parents only 
tolerate me now, and the rest of the family either won’t associ-
ate with me or treat me like a pound puppy. 
I didn’t immediately go running to her the moment she called 
out, I’m not that pathetic. She called and called and eventually 
I answered. She said “just come see me once more.” “It won’t be 
like last time.” I have loved her for years. I’ve given everything 
to her: my money, my health, my social life, yet she eventually 
fucks me over every time. “I can’t…” I said a little less em-
phatically than I had hoped, and I could feel her twisted smile 
through the phone. I hung up and busied myself with Heming-
way. As I read she kept popping up in his stories in different 
forms and I was forced to let her and her poison words into 
my mind. I held my phone, considering calling her back, but I 
knew there was no need. She would call me tonight, she needs 
to hurt me. 
My phone rang at 7pm, waking me up from one of my increas-
ingly common naps. It’s her. “Come see me tonight.” I sat in 
my bed trying to come up with a reason, any reason that I 
Fille de Joie
Josh Holland
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could use to avoid seeing her, but I had nothing. These are the 
times I wish I had friends, so I could have excuses for avoid-
ing social situations. “It’s not going to be bad, I swear.” She 
said. She sounds different than I remember; meaner, raspier. 
“I really don’t know if I can” I told her. “Well” she said, paus-
ing to exhale the smoke from her Virginia Slim “if you change 
your mind you know where to find me.” “Yeah, I remember” I 
said. There was a long silence on both ends of the line. “I’ll see 
you tonight” she finally said through a smile, and hung up the 
phone. I lay down on the bed, already tired just from having 
to have that conversation. Talking is like running, the less 
you do it the more it hurts when you try to.
In the bathroom of my apartment there was very little in the 
way of hygiene products up until twenty minutes ago when I 
returned home from the convenience store across the street. 
For 25 dollars I got 3 single bladed razors, a can of shaving 
cream, a bar of soap and some shampoo. What a goddamn 
ripoff. I shaved my face for the first time in 3 months and 
washed up. I had decided that I was going to go see her one 
last time and explain to her why we couldn’t see each other 
anymore. One more time. For old time’s sake. I put on my nic-
est jeans, which were consequently my only pair and a button 
up denim shirt, the one she always commented on how much 
she liked. I stood there staring into the mirror, hoping I could 
come up with a good reason at the last second not to go, but 
as I stood there clenching my phone and staring into my own 
dead eyes, I could only think of her smell. 
“We haven’t even seen each other and she’s already lied to 
me” I thought as I walked down the street. When she said 
“You know where I’ll be” I knew that she had meant a bar, but 
which bar? It could be any one. This thought didn’t bring the 
anger with it that it might have on another day. I was like a 
suicidal person during their last week. I was euphoric. I had 
made my choice finally and nothing was going to stop me. As I 
walked along the sidewalk, looking into groups of people that 
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passed me I could tell that they had been with her recently. 
She had that effect on people. It was unmistakable. I stood in 
front of the building that they had just exited. The building 
was solid black brick, and all of the windows had been spray 
painted black. There was a huge sign above the door that 
read: Fille de Joie in bright red paint. 
I walked into the building and the air was heavy with smoke. 
I knew I would definitely find her there. I walked over to the 
bar and sat down. My hands shook with anticipation of being 
with her again. The bartender came over and took my order 
which was a glass of Jameson, neat. The bartender brought 
the glass of amber liquid and I stared into it. She appeared 
almost like an apparition beside me. She was wearing a 
black dress with lace shoulders. She smiled at me with her 
head slightly cocked to one side “So glad you could make it” 
she said through a row of perfectly straight white teeth. She 
looked like a demonic Audrey Hepburn. “Me too” I said, still 
staring at the liquid in the glass. “How have you been with-
out me?” she asked this question as if she already knew the 
answer. “I’ve not been well” I confessed “things were supposed 
to get brighter, but they never did” I tell her. “Oh” she says 
pushing her bottom lip out sympathetically “I’m sorry to hear 
that.” I know she’s lying, again I don’t care. “Well you’re here 
now” she says “are you just gonna stare at me?” “I’m thinking” 
I said. “There’s a lot I have to consider here.” “Oh sweety” she 
says laughing “you’ve done all the considering you were gonna 
do before you went and bought that shitty soap I smell.” A 
tinge of embarrassment ran through me. Not about the soap, 
but about how right I knew she was. “Ok” I say “I’m going to 
drink it, I’m doing this for me though, because I want to.” “Of 
course!” “I wouldn’t have it any other way” she said through 
her smile. I took one final look at the brown liquid in the glass 
and threw it back with a sigh of relief. “It’s good to have you 
back” she said as she disappeared, kissing my lips and burn-
ing my stomach.
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She glowed as she purchased her first ever
brand new car in her thirties, tears streaming down her face.
I jumped into the back seat of my mom’s new spaceship,
the 2004 Chevy Impala with the leather seats,
air conditioning and sunroof, as we soared home.
 
10-year-old me didn’t know the excitement was only half-
appropriate. The new cars for my father, mother, 
     aunt and uncle
came from the death of a grandmother I never met.
The hospital hurt her, and I didn’t know the lawsuit money  
     gave us
the big, shiny cars. 
 
Now, my mom’s other baby sits
under a tree in her boyfriend’s yard,
no longer smelling of factory leather and cherry 
     air fresheners.
My mother used to weep for the Impala as if the car 
     was a toddler
lost to a sickness with a long, unpronounceable name.
 
Today, the spaceship’s magic sunroof stays shut.
The once sleek-under-my-fingertips black paint
is filled with jagged scars from jealous neighbors 
Who didn’t think we deserved something so new and shiny. 
But I believe the air conditioning still works.
Impala
Jasmine Fleming
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 A part of me was scared of the Impala. 
My mom tried to teach me how to drive her.
The repeated slamming of my foot on those sort-of-new breaks
in the empty parking lot of my high school scared Mom,
and her loud voice, out of place
 in the passenger seat, scared me.
But I think I’m finally ready.
I can fix her up, make her better.
The money in my pocket says I’m ready.
My mom’s new Ford says I’m ready.
Even the Impala herself, who once shunned my advances
when I was a nervous teenager, seems to think I’m ready.
I’ll use the sudsy brush at the town car wash to bring her    
     back to life.
I’ll take her to Johnny’s Shop and buy her everything she 
     needs to move again.
I’ll let her know I finally have the courage to take her on 
     the highway.
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Memories like a car crash
Stardust dances in psychedelic dreams 
Rain water makes me shiver.
The smell of the wet earth licks the tip of my nose.
I can see spider webs ripping, ringing out like plucked 
     guitar strings.
The future’s bitterness lay across my tongue.
Amethyst takes like fear smells.
Buddha crosses 2nd Ave W.
Buddha doesn’t walk among kids like us.
We tried new things, and new things tried us.
Kids sitting on that new dose of Window Pane, licking on   
     Sugar Cubes
Because we knew better, but it was cold outside.
One pill makes you larger one pill makes you smaller
The fiery heartbeat of electro beats move wildly 
     through our bones.
Somber as an earthquake.   
I fell into myself and danced with my soul.
Sunny was there through my entire dance.
She danced for today, because she knew tomorrow 
     the music would stop.
Clay souls lay on the floor, never to mold to the same 
     beat again.
Amethyst Soul
Lauren Davis
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I’ll have to convince my shadow to follow me, help me 
     find my way back.
My shadow leads to a door that leads to me.
Memories crash into the broken glass of my soul, and I 
     remember.
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Beginnings are easy. There isn’t any guess work, no specula-
tion, no surprises, nothing to fear or lose. Endings, on the oth-
er hand, aren’t so easy. At least, that’s how it seems. By the 
time you get to the end of something good, you start to dread 
what will come after. You’re constantly guessing and ponder-
ing if this is really it-the end. I remember the day he walked 
through those glass doors- the day I swooned as if I were a 
fainting goat. I recall the look he gave me- this long-haired 
stranger with translucent green eyes that pierced through his 
glasses. I remember the spark of excitement.
That moment was the first time I had ever felt anything for 
a complete stranger. It wasn’t any of that “love at first sight” 
crap, but it was definitely something. I didn’t even know his 
name and somehow he struck my very soul. His arrival was 
perfectly timed and I thought to myself, “Wow, this could be 
it.” At fifteen, you’re brain isn’t fully functioning so it’s easy 
to look back when you’re older and think, “What in the world 
was I thinking?”
A couple months into the relationship is when the control 
started to set in. I never noticed it and I chose to be blind to 
it even when my closest friends and my mother pointed out 
what was happening. I was content with never wearing those 
shorts he thought were “too short” and I was fine to listen to 
Journey, Anberlin, and Kings of Leon over and over and over 
again. I didn’t realize that all we did were things he wanted to 
The Wolverine
Erin Cooper
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do. I didn’t realize that I had no voice. Like Ariel, I gave it up 
for love. I was content to watch X-Men and listen to him rant 
on and on about his love for Wolverine. It was enough for me. 
In retrospect it seems to me that those days before I knew 
I was being controlled and emotionally abused were sadder 
than when I realized it was happening, but perhaps you will 
see that on your own. Part of what I want to tell you is what it 
is like to be a human doormat to a guy, or really anyone, who 
claims to love you. How it feels to have no brain of your own, 
how decisions are made for you like a puppet hitting another 
with a wooden bat, for that is how that year went-constantly 
controlled by someone who only cared for themselves. But 
most particularly I want to explain to you, and in the process 
perhaps to myself, why things like this need to happen. It is 
less often said that bad things can be good, but that is a truth 
I have come to understand.
The smallest things can trigger some of the biggest memories. 
A hand-drawn sketch of the X-Men Wolverine triggered this 
one. Flash backs of tears, constant arguments, and insults 
came flowing back into my memory. In a way, Cody was Wol-
verine, but instead of having the blades between his fingers, 
he had one blade disguised as a tongue. , and I didn’t realize 
it until later. Wolverine had such rage. He hated himself for 
being a mutant and he hated the people that caused him to 
be that way. I wonder if Cody ever feels the same. He always 
had this bottled up rage that would come out when you would 
least expect it. That blade would cut so deep that it was diffi-
cult to breathe, and yet somehow I always forgave him and I 
always told myself it wouldn’t happen again. I was so naïve. 
This kind of abuse-emotional abuse- isn’t something that 
many people bring up. I don’t even know if anyone ever thinks 
about it, but I spent so much time in tears that it was hard 
not to notice. Every insult, every command made me upset. I 
could barely keep my originality. Cody hated my friends, my 
clothes. He always had a problem with something. It took me 
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a while before I realized what was going on. I was smitten 
and at sixteen, all i wanted was to be loved and I assumed his 
commands were just to keep me safe. 
By junior prom I had had enough and I wanted out, but 
it wasn’t until about a month later that I took my chance. 
Unfortunately, I went back a week later because I believed 
the lie that he could change. Now I know how stupid I was 
to think that he could ever change. I went back to him out of 
sheer loneliness-the feelings were nonexistent. The one thing 
I learned from that mistake was that if it didn’t work the first 
time around, chances are it’s not meant to be.  
Five and a half years later, here I am telling you these things 
because I learned something that should be taken to heart. 
You should never allow someone to rule your life or tell you 
who to be friends with or what to wear. Once you’ve lost your-
self, you’ve lost everything. I realize now that he was inse-
cure. I don’t think it’s that he didn’t trust me, I think it is that 
he was afraid to lose anything. He wanted things the way he 
wanted them and as long as he could get me to fit that mold, I 
was “the one”. I ran so fast when I truly decided to be my own 
person and in order to do that I couldn’t be with him. 
As awful as my time with Cody was, without him I wouldn’t 
know how it truly feels to be loved for who I am rather than 
for who someone wants me to be. Four years in a steady rela-
tionship with someone who values your originality will bring 
light to dark days. Sometimes, I think back and I wish that I 
had never been with Cody and I wish that I could just erase 
that part of my history. But then I realize that without that 
moment, I wouldn’t be where I am now. I wouldn’t be able to 
look back and see what I’ve learned. I wouldn’t have learned 
anything. At times I look back and think “How stupid could 
I be?” but then I am thankful that things are revealed with 
time. I am thankful that I went through all that because of 
where it led me. You notice things at the end, because as they 
say, “Hind sight is 20/20.” 
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Isabella is on her way to her first sleep over party. Calla hosts 
them every weekend in a clubhouse her parents built for her 
in the backyard. 
That evening the girls drink punch, paint their nails and 
gossip about the hot science teacher and how Julie Andrews 
draws his name in her notebook, and volunteers to clean out 
all the creature’s cages to stay afterschool. They watch a mov-
ie about a guy loving a girl and then she boils his children’s 
pet rabbit. 
In the morning, after pancakes, orange juice and bacon, 
Isabella says “I’ve had a great time. I hope I can come again 
sometime.” She’s packing to go while the other girls lounge 
around the couch. Her mother is picking her up early before 
her morning shift. 
“Only if you dye your hair blonde, like the rest of us.” Cal-
la said without even looking up from braiding June’s thin 
platinum hair. Isabella looks at her long, thick, black, curls. 
She looks at the five girls sprawled out laying on top of each 
other in short-shorts and tank tops. She goes back to packing 
her jeans and purple t-shirt with a hole in the left armpit. She 
grabs her pillow and her mismatched blanket and within the 
pristine blue-grey walls of Calla’s private clubhouse complete 
with a mini-kitchen, bathroom and bedroom with six beds, 
Bleach
Brooke Ashley
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Isabella could have fit all the things her or her mother owned. 
     
     “I don’t know how.” Isabella mutters. 
This excites the girls and they rush to play with her locks. 
They tug at her curls, rip a brush though her tangles and 
sit her in a plastic chair in the bathroom. Calla mixes a 
blue paste that smells like her mother’s cleaning. She dabs 
the stuff over her thick, black, curls as the other girls try to 
straighten the tangled mess. It burns her skin, but Isabella 
just looks into the blue-green eyes of Calla and her matching 
five friends. 
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I could go out
Venture into the world
Seeking the things I read about
And see it as a reason to put on deodorant
I could give in
And risk becoming victim to others
Though I reside where I am now
Staying safely void
Not caring what life may have in store
I could meet new people
Who would socialize with me
Who’d laugh with my expense
And they’d be my new go-to bedtime fantasy
To sway
 To hate
To console
 To destroy in some way I don’t mean to.
I’m not a sociopath, though sometimes I wonder
I bet I’d be a good one if I really tried
But that would involve pretending and caring
To which I am opposed to doing.
Socialization
Jared Collier
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I could spiel out bullshit
And pass it off as innovation 
In hopes that a meta repertoire
Can substitute for attempts at purity
Or maybe I’ll recycle this
As a means for motivation
To spare my own rod
Exploitation at its finest
(And laziest)
I could do all of this.
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How do I love myself?
When all I know are magazine quizzes that tell me beauty 
     is never in vain.
I wonder if the sky loves herself.
When the magazines offer me the best way to conceal 
     my black heads
And my stepmom gifts me with the most “slimming” dress,
How do I love myself?
When I turn the page to the pale thin girl with 
     transcendent blue eyes,
She gives me tips on how to love myself at any shape or size.
I wonder if the sky loves herself.
When my thighs rub too often and my nose is too round
And I’m forced to memorize the ground,
How do I love myself?
Now I’ve run out of magazines too inhale 
And my skin feels waxy from all of the gels. I,
I wonder if the sky loves herself.
The Sky Loves Herself
Mari Williams
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Soon I’ll realize the whole does not matter, because the stars   
     don’t care and the trees can’t hear.
Because the sun doesn’t need oils to shine.
How do I love myself?
I wonder if the sky loves herself.
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Little known fact,
Black people don’t commit suicide.
Cut them open and they do not bleed,
Instead dripping thumbtacks and glass
Onto people too weak to handle their own pain,
Refusing to even cry
From the rubbing of skin
Against unnatural projections.
Because a shared history of men and women,
In chains and shackles does not lend to bending.
After all,
People made of metal don’t break; 
They rust.
Oxidation and time,
Making them brittle,
But still immune to
Human fists
And plights of mind.
Little known fact,
People the color of earth
Have a way of blending into darkness,
Oozing into cracks and corners
To escape maladies of men 
Without pigment for protection.
Because,
Single mothers
Little Known Fact
Black People Don’t Commit Suicide
Sherree Weakley
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Working their fingers down to the bones
And deadbeat dads on street corners,
Making it the best way they know how,
Don’t have time to deal with depression,
Can’t succumb to schizophrenia
Or suicidal ideation.
Instead,
They turn brick and granite into skin
That cannot easily be marked by razor blades.
They build up barbed wire fences
Between the darkness of their skin,
And the darkness of their minds.
They learn coping mechanisms
At mother’s breast.
And, there too, suckle strength
That will sustain them through a lifetime of fighting 
To be considered second class citizens.
Little known fact,
Black people don’t commit suicide,
Instead lining up in a system stacked against them,
Waiting for the trigger to be pulled.
This same system 
That invalidates mental illness on their part,
And creates a community in which people believe
That black people do not
Or, rather, CANNOT commit suicide.
Little known fact,
Black skin
Is just as fragile as that of every other color of the rainbow.
Underneath flesh is still blood,
A network of veins and arteries,
Of organs wrapped in membrane,
Waiting to be ripped apart.
Little known fact, 
There are black people clinging to sanity,
Taking the end of their last rope,
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And knotting it into a noose
To hang themselves with.
Little known fact,
Not being able to see a face
Or hear a voice
In dark silence,
Doesn’t mean it is not screaming out to you.
Because, how...
How can you hear a voice that you don’t believe exists?
Little known fact,
Black skulls are still susceptible to speeding bullets,
And black bodies
Are still unable to process an overabundance of pills.
Little known fact,
Black people can 
And do commit suicide,
But, instead of tackling the issue
That leads to the precipice
These people jump off of,
It is easier to spend time creating false differences
To separate people,
No longer held at bay by geography,
Designing points of separation
From misconceptions and lies,
Transforming the physical handicaps of ‘black’
Into a mental boon
That quickly becomes a hindrance
To people searching for help
For a condition that is not believed in.
At least not believed,
Until you find a black body in bed
With note in hand.
‘I’m sorry I wasn’t strong enough.’
Little known fact,
Neither strength nor skin color
Should be the question up for debate.
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No,
The question should be:
What do we do? 
How do we help?
And the answer should be,
Accepting responsibility,
Because,
Little known fact, 
Black people are people too.
People with the ability to fail and falter,
People with the ability to take their lives into their own 
hands,
And end it.
Little known fact,
Despite skin color,
Blood is still red,
And dead is still dead.
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Once again, I slip B.B. King’s Six Silver Strings cd into 
     my stereo 
and prepare myself for the sweet, melodious tones that will 
soon 
be resonating throughout my house. I grab the electric guitar 
hanging on my wall, sit down in a chair, and begin to play. 
     I allow
my mind to wonder to the familiar land of what ifs, 
     and suddenly
I’m no longer playing my faded red Hondo guitar 
     with chipped paint 
and salvaged humbuckers. I’m playing Lucille. 
She begins singing thru the strings my fingers are 
     sliding across. 
I can almost smell the aroma rising up from her sound holes, 
left behind by decades of Montecristo cigar smoke. Her body, a 
perfect figure eight, every inch of it covered in black as black
as a starless night. “You know, I doubt if you can feel it 
     like I do.” 
I smile as I hear those lyrics because I can feel it, his 
     emotions bleeding 
from the speakers into the innermost depths of my soul.
Lucille
Laura Wood
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In my mind I’m holding the most exquisite guitar on the 
     planet, but I still 
feel a sense of absence. “The thrill is gone. It’s gone away 
     from me…you know 
I’m free.” Those words ring in my head, reminding me that    
     this world is no
longer graced with his presence.    
The feeling of loss interrupts my dreaming, so I decide 
     it’s time to 
end today’s jam session, but not before one final moment 
     of reverie.  
With such tender love and care, I polish every inch of her 
poplar and maple. I would give anything to be able to hold 
     her in my hands, 
but I would give even more if he could play her song 
     just one more time. 
In my hands, she’s just a guitar. In his hands, she’s Lucille. 
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There was only a handful of people in the diner. It was after 
dark but nowhere near closing time. The restaurant was long 
and narrow. A single row of navy-colored vinyl booths on one 
side nestled under the windows, and on the other about a 
dozen turquoise stools scooted underneath the counter of a 
bar that ran the length of the place. The floors were black and 
off-white checkerboard, scuffed and not the brilliant white 
they once boasted, confirming my suspicion that the decor was 
original. Picture frames of every size lined the back wall in 
front of the kitchen containing portraits and landscapes from 
an era long passed. I sat on the far right, in a booth facing the 
door.
I shed my raincoat and sweater underneath, folded them, 
and placed them beside me on the vinyl seat. I gazed out the 
window at tail lights leaving the parking lot and heading 
towards the busy interstate. It saw no rest, being the only one 
running straight from the Gulf of Mexico to Lake Michigan, 
bombarding the big cities all the while politely granting exits 
to the smaller ones. Some people call it the route to freedom, 
others the road to disappear, eight hundred and eighty-seven 
miles to choose from. Before I rolled past the eight hundred 
mile marker, I pulled off onto an exit about thirty miles from 
Indianapolis. The neon OPEN sign caught my attention. My 
stomach concurred.
Sweet Tea, Please
Sarah Myrick
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“It had turned out to be a colder autumn than expected,” my 
Aunt Sylvie told me over the phone this past Tuesday. “Some 
days bring freezing wind chills and rumors of early snow. 
Wear many heavy layers.” I had to dig through my closet to 
find my sweaters. They haven’t seen much use during Ala-
bama winters, even on the coldest days. From the window I 
see two men conversing outside under a lamp post, steadily 
rocking back and forth on their heels trying to stay warm. I 
could only imagine the crunching sounds of frostbitten earth 
beneath their work boots as they swayed.  Their exhalations 
were as opaque as the Toyota pickup they left the parking lot 
in.
Our small talk usually revolved around the weather, “You 
know, it’s not as hot now down here but the humidity is just 
as bad,” or how my job at the hospital was going, “I’m still 
enjoying it. My patients always have a good story ready to tell 
me,” and when the next time I’ll have some time off to come 
visit, “I’ve got some vacation hours built up. I was thinking of 
coming home for Christmas.”
I knew something was wrong when she avoided talking about 
my uncle, Tommy. As of lately, he’s been the first thing that 
comes to mind whenever their number shows up on my caller 
ID. Aunt Sylvie had been a critical care nurse for forty years, 
so she gave me the same report as she would a fellow nurse 
on duty whenever I asked about him: stable, no improvement. 
My uncle suffered a massive stroke two years ago. He can’t 
use the left side of his body anymore and he can’t communi-
cate verbally, but he is fully aware of his surroundings. As of 
this past summer, his health has been deteriorating. The last 
few calls haven’t been hopeful.
     “I think you need to come home,” Aunt Sylvie pleaded. “He 
wants to see you.”
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My coworkers understood my situation, offered their prayers 
and well-wishes, and graciously covered my shifts. After pass-
ing it by administration, I packed my bags and drove home to 
Indiana.
I left Indiana eleven years ago. I was eighteen and thought I 
knew the world, or at least enough of it to make it on my own. 
I had just graduated high school with no official college plans; 
too many dreams, but so much angst. In a rage, I flew out of 
my uncle’s house with a couple of suitcases and my savings, 
raced down the interstate not stopping until I saw the ocean. 
We had fought over my future or rather my lack thereof. I was 
so immature at the time, I wished I had listened.
I grabbed the little trifold menu stuck behind the napkin 
dispenser, perusing my options. Usual diner food: burgers, 
chicken tenders, meatloaf, sandwiches, pie. I looked around 
for a waiter but they all must’ve been in the back. Walking up 
to the register, I scanned the restaurant for somebody. 
“Excuse me?”
He rounded the kitchen doorway attempting to dig ketchup 
out of a glass bottle with a butter knife. He sported an apron 
splattered with the day’s specials and a furrowed brow as he 
worked to scrape out what little of the Heinz mixture re-
mained along the sides, all the while avoid walking into any-
thing. He was rather handsome-- not too tall, brown eyes or 
maybe hazel, brown hair kept kind of shaggy-- but he looked 
young, too young for me. 
     “What can I help you with, miss?” His badge said his name 
was Allen.
     “I’ve never been here before so I’m not sure how this all 
works. 
Do I order here or over there?” I pointed to the booth where 
my things laid.
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     “Either way works. You can order here if you want, I mean 
since you’re here anyway, and I’ll bring it out to you over 
there.” He had a light-hearted laugh and a kind smile.
     “Okay, great. Burger and fries with no onions.”
     “Anything to drink?”
     “Sweet tea, please.”
He wrote it down then disappeared to the back. I walked 
back to my booth to wait. A group of teenagers occupied the 
booth at the other end of the restaurant, probably hanging 
out before a football game. They were laughing and hollering, 
throwing the occasional high-five in the air, making me relive 
the long lost memories of Friday nights from high school. 
Back in the day, my high school friends and I were known as 
the group of misfits no one could stomach. There weren’t even 
ten of us but we managed enough trouble without the extra 
numbers. Vandalism, public intoxication, noise violations, we 
accomplished it all. We were close, in every context possible. 
The girls only dated the guys in our clique, while the guys 
were free to sleep with whomever they wanted as long as they 
were unattached. And when you got bored with one person, 
you moved along to the next in line. 
Michael was kind of the leader of our group. He transferred in 
during the second half of sophomore year. Rumor was he got 
expelled from his last school for fighting. I’m not sure if it was 
the bad boy appeal or his blue eyes that drew me in initially, 
all I did know was that I was his girl, and I would’ve done 
anything to keep it that way. He was the one that introduced 
me to everybody in our group; the one that showed me all 
the fun alternative ways to experience life; and the one that 
ruined me, according to my uncle.
Right now in the diner, besides the lot of five and me, there 
was a tired-looking black gentleman sitting at the bar nursing 
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a cup of coffee, and a younger white woman paying at the reg-
ister with a child no older than five clinging to her pants leg. 
I remember clasping to my uncle like that when we used to go 
to places together, especially if it was just the two of us. 
I came to live with my uncle when I was three. His brother 
and his wife, my parents, died in a head-on collision with an 
eighteen-wheeler. I was in the backseat of their totaled four-
door sedan. I don’t remember the accident or much of my 
hospital stay afterwards, except that Uncle Tommy was 
always there at my bedside, and he knew where they stashed 
the grape popsicles. From the eyes of a child, he was the 
biggest man you would have ever seen. He had to duck to get 
through doorways and he was too large to sit comfortably in 
the hospital’s chairs. I remember being so small compared to 
him that I used to disappear when he hugged me.
Uncle Tommy was more than just my guardian. He taught me 
how to hit a curveball, how to defeat the monsters under my 
bed, how to heal a broken heart. Aunt Sylvie helped a lot too-- 
I didn’t know how to behave like a girl until she came along. I 
was so wild that she used to call me “Scout” because I 
reminded her of the girl character in To Kill a Mockingbird. 
I was eleven when they finally got married. Honestly, I didn’t 
think it was ever going to happen, nobody did, because they 
were together so long. Apparently there were some problems 
along the way. I was only a child at the time, they said I 
wouldn’t understand the situation, so I was left out.
From the back booth of the diner, I listened as Allen hummed 
gently while wiping down the place. It was a sing-song tune 
like a church hymn, probably picked up from his childhood. So 
familiar but with a name I couldn’t seem to recall. I’d heard 
it before, a long time ago. It was the same one Uncle Tommy 
used to sing it to me as a child when I woke up from night-
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mares. Now I only remember bits and pieces, something about 
flying away.
     “Here you go.” I didn’t realize I had zoned out. In front of 
me was a basket with my burger and fries. And, as requested, 
no onions.
     I glanced about the table. “No drink?”
     “Oh! Sorry about that.” He walked away and returned with 
a red Coke glass filled to the brim. “There, anything else?”
By the time he returned with my tea I had engulfed a third of 
my burger. It was actually delicious. But at this point I was 
so hungry, deep-fried shoe would’ve tasted as good as long 
as it appeased my stomach. I motioned for him to give me a 
moment and reached for my drink to wash it down. It was tea, 
plain iced tea, no sugar added dirt water. He looked concerned 
by my contorted face. “What, is it too sweet?”
I paused, swallowing. “It’s not that. It’s just, where I come 
from they use a little more sugar, but this is fine.” He smiled, 
looking relieved, and went to bus the table the teenagers 
abandoned. I started on my fries while reaching for a couple 
packs of sugar. Actually about 4 packs of sugar. I stared out 
the window at the dancing lights in the distance, absent-
mindedly stirring my tea. I wonder where all those people 
are heading off to in such a hurry. Traveling home from work 
after a tedious twelve hour shift at the office? Spontaneously 
trekking to surprise family while on a holiday break from 
university? Rushing to the restaurant for that big date they’ve 
been waiting all week for? 
I wonder how many of those people aren’t actually heading 
towards something, rather running from it.
To be honest, I regret leaving Indiana. Or rather, I regret how 
I left things here. The plan was after graduation Michael and 
I would move far away from Indiana. He couldn’t hold down 
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a job longer than six months, so needless to say his career 
options around town ran out quickly, and I wasn’t ready to 
decide what I wanted to do for the rest of my life besides be 
with Michael. That’s what Uncle Tommy and I fought about 
the night I left.
     “Why can’t you see that I love him? He’s so good to me. I 
don’t understand why you won’t let us be happy.” I was load-
ing all my clothes in a suitcase. Some books were thrown in 
too along with most my jewelry, and the picture frame on my 
nightstand. My uncle barricaded the doorway.
     “You are throwing away your life for a degenerate. The 
only thing the future holds for him is a cell at county. Don’t 
you see how he’s ruined you? You were a straight-A student 
and now I’m thankful you’re even graduating! You’re not go-
ing with him, and that’s final.”
     “I’m sorry but that’s not your decision.”
My uncle turned red in the face. My aunt placing a hand on 
his chest attempted to calm him, begged both of us to stop 
this nonsense, but it didn’t work. “If you walk out that door, 
don’t ever come back.” I ran out of there making sure the 
screen slammed behind me.
That memory plays in my head over and over again as if on 
repeat, but each time it focuses on something different: the 
veins in my uncle’s neck bulging as he screamed; the smell of 
burning pork chops left unattended; the mixture of founda-
tion, mascara, and tears blotting the edges of my long sleeves; 
our rat terrier, Buster, whimpering in my closet; my uneven 
wobbling down the long driveway caused from lugging my 
suitcase; the crying of the door hinge to Michael’s ‘01 Taurus; 
the reassuring touch of Michael’s hand on my thigh as we left 
town limits.
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Uncle Tommy was right though, about everything. After we 
left, we headed down south to Mobile, Alabama. It was the 
spot we randomly picked on a map a few weeks before. We 
stayed in this run-down apartment complex on the outside 
of town. I got a job as a night-shift waitress at a truck stop 
and he welded down at the shipyard during the day. The first 
couple years went smoothly. We acted like a newlywed couple 
starting out from scratch. But soon after, something changed 
within Michael. He acted as if he wasn’t happy with this 
new life we created anymore. Some days he slip back to his 
old habits, just a little tasting of his glory days when he was 
young and I was young and we both were free. This was only 
a torment to him, showing him the life he once lived is now 
gone. Some habits die hard though. He was locked up before 
my 22nd birthday: grand larceny in the third degree, seven 
years with good behavior. 
That was the first day I called Aunt Sylvie since I left home. I 
explained everything to her and she begged me to come back. 
I would find some excuse to give her: “I can’t, I’m locked into a 
lease, or I can’t, I don’t have enough money to leave right 
now,“ or her personal favorite: “I can’t leave him behind like 
this.” So we made a deal: she would help me with some bills 
and I’d call home every morning after I got off work and after 
my uncle departed for the day.
With Michael locked up and Aunt Sylvie in my corner, I 
turned my life around. I took classes at the community college 
two classes at a time. After a while I swapped to day shift so I 
could attend nursing school at night. I graduated with honors 
in three and a half years’ time. I sent Aunt Sylvie pictures 
from the ceremony. That was when my uncle found out that 
we had been keeping in contact without his knowledge. 
“He’s staying up at the lake this weekend,” Aunt Sylvie told 
me over the phone that following morning. “He needed time to 
think about things.”
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According to her, when he came back, he didn’t yell. He didn’t 
scream or curse or slam things. He simply sat down across 
from her at the kitchen table and quietly asked, How long? 
She told him everything: where I was, what I’ve been doing 
lately, what happened with Michael. After all was said, a few 
tears betrayed him. He nonchalantly swiped away the trai-
tors on his flannel sleeve, and retired to their bedroom that 
evening without dinner.
After finishing my fries, I reapplied my warm layers and 
went to the front to pay, Allen nowhere in sight again. I was 
the only customer in the place. Nailed to the wall behind the 
register was a tan corkboard with individual photographs 
and bright colored push pins holding them in place. Lots of 
faces, young and old. Birthday parties, graduation portraits, 
baby pictures, obituaries. In the bottom corner was a picture 
I hadn’t seen in a very long time. A man, a woman, and a 
gap-toothed little girl holding a fish. Allen reemerged wiping 
off the freshly washed ketchup bottle. “Hey, could I see that 
picture there? The bottom one?”
Allen handed it to me as I passed him some cash with my 
ticket. “One of our regulars brought that up here. He was 
close friends with my father before he passed. I think the 
man said it was his daughter or something. All I know is he 
couldn’t stop talking about her. He wasn’t the same after she 
left. Doesn’t come around much anymore. Three ninety-seven 
is your change.” He placed the bottle beside the register while 
reaching underneath the counter, revealing a small bouquet 
of wildflowers probably picked from the side of the interstate. 
Placing them in the bottle, he arranged them one by one, the 
purples and the blues and the yellows.
     “Thanks. Those are beautiful.”
He blushed. “Just a little something I do for my mom. 
She likes the way they look. Says they spruce the place up a 
little.”
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     “It was smart of you to reuse the ketchup bottle as a vase. I 
never would have thought of doing that.”
     “No reason to throw something away when you can give it 
a second chance.” I studied at the picture in my hands. “Do 
you happen to know the people in the picture?”
     “Yeah, you could say that. I was this girl a long time ago.” 
It was my ninth birthday. I had begged Uncle Tommy to take 
me fishing that morning but I was not going to be happy 
unless Aunt Sylvie came along too. So at five in the morning 
we drove forty-five minutes to the lake, Auntie Sylvie asleep 
in the passenger’s seat, myself in the middle jabbering away, 
Uncle Tommy sipping on coffee and agreeing to whatever I 
said. I only caught one fish, but I was so excited about it that 
we all took a picture, of course with the birthday girl front 
and center displaying the catch of the day. We stayed until 
dark, returning home in Uncle Tommy’s 1987 Ford.
His eyes lit up. “So you’re the long lost daughter!”
     “Not quite, I’m their niece.”
     “The way that guy talked about you, I figured you were his 
daughter.” He started wiping down the counter. “You know, 
from the way you’re looking at that photo, I’d assume you 
hadn’t seen it in twenty years” he informed me so mat-
ter-of-factly, making me realize that I hadn’t stopped staring 
at the photo since he handed me my change.
I smiled, looking up at him. “It feels that way.”
I handed the photo back to him but he put his hand up. “Keep 
it. I was meaning to take some of these off anyway so I could 
put new ones up. These have only been up here as long as I 
can remember. When Dad died, I discovered a shoebox full 
of old pictures and things that he had accumulated over the 
years from other people. I’m just glad this one won’t have to 
collect dust in a shoebox. Have a good night.”
I smiled at him while placing the picture in my pocket. “You 
too.”
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Whether he or she were “pure” before you—
   they aren’t now.
I want to take that back because I want to declare that 
someone like you cannot take away who he or she was
before you. 
I want you to know that what you have done does not and will 
never define who they are and you do not, 
 nor did you ever have 
that power. 
   They have all the power.
It’s like this: they are a strong tower and you are a malicious,   
 wicked outsider begging to get inside. 
You have a disease…
            No, you are the disease.
I hope you do not think you’re strong
because you know how to take advantage of someone. 
I don’t know if you have a mental problem and I don’t know if  
 you were drunk when you 
did it, but I hope you do not blame any of your circumstances 
on what you’ve done.
   It is your fault no matter what you 
   or your lawyer tell the judge. 
They’re a Strong Tower
Abby Helfin
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It’s like this: they are a strong tower whether they are ever 
     free from you or not
and you will never be anything
             but a malicious, wicked outsider.
I’m glad God has mercy on you, because no one else does.  
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I sit in the shower, fat water droplets rolling and racing 
     across my pale skin, taunting 
the freckles that are forced to stay stationary.
I think of you the most in the shower.
It is when I do my greatest art.
I pick up my pin, and I turn the stretch marks on my thighs 
     that you despised and criticized into 
the antennae of butterflies.
With a jolt of electric enthusiasm, I turn scars signed by you 
     into lightning bolts, the thunder of 
my laughter roaring as I etch their intricate designs.
I turn places where your bruises have faded into the flowers 
with red faces, red stems, red leaves.
I leave my wrist alone unless I remember and envision the  
way your hand all too easily wrapped around and squeezed.
On those nights, with a flick my wrist has been revamped and 
     redecorated with beautifully straight lines.
Their architecture is astounding.
My body has become my canvas.
You used to paint me with your reds and blacks and blues, but
Now it is my turn to make the art.
I am my own canvas.
I paint my own red.
I do not need your assistance any longer.
My Canvas
Chloe Allen
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Close your eyes,
I told her to close her eyes.
Breathe through your nose,
I told her to breathe through her nose.
Out through your mouth honey,
I told her to breathe out through her mouth.
Be still,
I told her to be still,
I told her in a whisper.
“Bonjour, merci,”
I said to the woman.
Planes swarmed on rocky air
“À droite,”
She solemnly replied.
Shuffles from inside the bag
I hum a Haitian lullaby.
“I love you little bug,”
I tell her I love her
My lips pressed against the bag.
WOMAN HIDES GIRL IN 
CARRY ON BAG 
Mari Williams
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I step barefoot on murky tile
I know she will return,
To shattered window panes
To resting with 3 children and one thousand bed bugs
To dark water, darker nights.
“est qu’un enfant dans votre sac?”
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This is a story about timing and luck, and it begins about four 
years ago in a restaurant inside the Shoals Marriott Hotel 
in Florence, Alabama. The Shoals area consists of four very 
small towns: Florence on one side of the river, and Tuscum-
bia, Sheffield, and Muscle Shoals on the other. Florence is 
where you go to do something. Florence covers art galleries 
with local art, and it hides the real blues players in restau-
rants downtown, the bars that dance to the country music, 
and the underground venues like Pegasus, that run a record 
store by day and throw wild metal shows by night. Florence 
also has 116 Mobile Street, a venue that holds small concerts 
that fetches local singer songwriters and upcoming artists 
from out-of-town. So people like me that grew up in Muscle 
Shoals were itching to be old enough to race over the bridge to 
Florence. 
Now, people say that the Tennessee River is always singing a 
song, and I believe it. I’ve never heard this song, but I believe 
it’s there. I always ride over the bridge with the windows 
down, even in the winter, to try and hear the song. If no other 
cars are on the bridge I drive as slowly as I can just listening, 
just waiting.
On one particular Saturday evening about three years ago, 
when I was eighteen, around seven-thirty in November of 
2013, I drove across the O’Neil Bridge with my windows down 
Feel It
Georgia Lenox
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feeling the brisk fall air on my face listening for the river’s 
song. I was headed to The Shoals Marriott Hotel. It was 
rather sparse considering it was the Saturday of Thanksgiv-
ing weekend; the restaurant right inside the lobby next to the 
front desk, Swampers Bar and Grille, was rather sparse as 
well. 
Swampers is a restaurant particularly known for it’s musical 
history born out of the Shoals Area’s recording studio FAME 
Studios founded by the one and only Rick Hall in 1959. On 
those walls of the warmly lit restaurant, behind those comfy 
chairs and couches wearing warm greens and reds, you will 
find rows of pictures covering every wall from corner to corner 
featuring the faces of Etta James, Wilson Pickett, Otis Red-
ing, Jerry Wexler, Aretha Franklin, Jimmy Hughes, and Mac 
Davis, countless other successful souls that wrote and record-
ed at FAME. These writers, artists, and musicians worked 
with my good pal Rick Hall and flipped on the dazzling 
spotlight that now beams on the Shoals area. I like to think of 
Swampers as landmark for featuring soul music.
As you might guess, every evening— that is except Sunday— 
the restaurant features a musician during happy hour and 
then another during the late hour. The hotel guests, often 
consisted of chipper travelers, honeymoon couples, and those 
stressed businessmen, who love to end their day relaxing and 
listening to the music. This particular Thanksgiving weekend, 
I was up to play for the late hour from eight o’clock to eleven 
o’clock. 
Right away, there was beautiful Dana. Dana was usually 
pouring fizzing beer to the long bar flooded with the bantering 
golfers, locals, and businessmen. Now, Dana was my favorite. 
She was a woman, and she didn’t take crap from anybody. You 
know those people. You respect them a little more than every-
body else. Whenever I walked in Dana would throw her 
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never-short-of-excited arms around me with that big bright 
smile lighting up her dark gorgeous skin. Her silky black 
bobbed hair tickled my face. She called me her superstar. 
Every time I walked in, I felt home.
At the time, I had been performing at Swampers for almost a 
year. As I was setting up my Yamaha keyboard on the rath-
er small, carpeted stage in the corner of the room, I looked 
behind me at the one wall that wasn’t covered with pictures. 
Instead, it mounted three guitars that were signed by many 
of the great artists in the pictures. Since I was born in Mus-
cle Shoals, I felt a pressure to be great, like I had to live up 
to these legendary performers that signed their names on 
these guitars. I wanted to be somebody, to be a part of this 
underground heart beating to the Muscle Shoals Music legacy. 
I wanted to sign my name right beside Etta James on that 
guitar on the left. 
My thoughts broke away from my dreams, and I went back to 
my big red backpack and I pulled out my chords and plugged 
them in. My eyes found Dana who was cutting up with the 
managers and other servers as usual. It was like Dana always 
knew what was on my mind no matter what was going on in 
the room. She must have felt my eyes, and instantaneously 
met me with a thumbs-up as I called, “Hey Dana girl, I’m 
ready.” She turned down the house music.
As I started to play, my mind wandered a little. I wouldn’t 
normally tell people that this happens, but it’s just the truth. 
My hands were playing the keys and I was soulfully singing 
the words to “Zombie” by The Cranberries, and my mind be-
gan to wander, far away. Our brains are incredible computers. 
They are learning, storing, speaking, remembering, question-
ing, feeling—all of these things at the same time. It amazing 
to think about how our brains are constantly working.
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My mind was drifting to during the middle of the song. It was 
Evan. Of course it was Evan. I wondered where he was, and 
if he was playing a gig and wandering in his mind thinking 
about me. Evan was the hands-down the best drummer in 
the world. If you put him up against Buddy Rich, he would 
outplay him. I am certain of that. I was biased, yes. But even 
though I was officially his ex-girlfriend, I was still biased. I 
think that’s when you know you’re good at something. I came 
back out of my little daydream and finished the final chorus.
The couple on my left clapped loudly along with a few men 
at the bar. The husband gave me a thumbs-up as the wife 
beamed curiously at me, her eyes smiling through her bright-
ly pink glasses. I noticed another table on the right side. 
There was a young dark-haired couple with big bright smiles 
enjoying the company of a white-haired man who looked the 
happiest of the bunch. That was Mr. Brubaker. Who would 
have thought we would become the best of friends?
I decided it was time to play an original. I said this next one 
was called, “Feel It.” I told the crowd how I wrote it about 
“going through a hard time.” That was kind of honest. I wrote 
it about the all those times. Yeah, I thought Evan had cheat-
ed on me multiple times. He never admitted that he did, 
and when I first wrote the song, I didn’t truly believe that he 
cheated. I wrote the words “I don’t wanna feel it” over and 
over in the chorus as a numbing mechanism of hope that 
I would not have to even feel the possibility that everyone 
might be that terrible. I was barely eighteen for crying out 
loud, and Evan was an old man in a nineteen-year-old’s lean, 
but strong, body. We were young. We both just wanted to be 
successful musicians and conquer the world. 
But now I had lost my best friend, my only love, and the most 
talented band mate. It is easy for me to cling to the final line 
of the first verse, “Our fire burned with late hellos. Rain and 
ashes for early goodbyes.”
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Even singing the song that chilly beautiful night, I thought 
that maybe he was telling the truth all along. It is funny to 
think that after the break up, I thought I would never play 
again. I did not want to play alone, and I didn’t want to play 
with anyone else. I definitely knew I would never love again, 
but I also thought I might never touch the keys again. What a 
terrible thing to do, to consider ending my love for music over 
one boy that may or may not have cheated on me. But there I 
was, defying odds, suicide, depression, gravity, and everything 
else inside me that told me I would never wake up again.
So I sang the damn song. It was the first gig since the first 
and only break up of our locally-famous six-year relationship, 
and I sang that damn break-up song. Honestly, it felt good. I 
didn’t cry. I just sang really hard.
As I sang, my thoughts wandered again. I thought about 
the moment that I was inspired to write the piece, just a few 
months before in the summer. I was on our friend Kyle’s back 
porch smoking a joint. As I was sitting there gazing at Kyle’s 
pool, the still water peacefully sleeping under the moonlight, 
I knew that everything was going to be revealed. Somehow 
I just knew. I wasn’t ready, but who is ready to find out that 
everything you’ve known is going to end? 
When we commit a sin, we never take a minute to think “I 
will absolutely be ready for that moment when I am found 
out.” No. We never even consider the idea of the ugly truth 
escaping. We don’t think about the future, the consequences 
and the healing process that we all wish would be unneces-
sary. I am here to tell you that taking that one minute of your 
thoughts, that one selfless minute, is worth considering to 
save your own conscience and hurting someone that you love.
But everything happens for a reason, right?
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When I finished the final note, the white-haired man, had 
finally put down his drink, was staring at me. He was old, but 
he looked at me like he knew Evan and Kyle and known what 
had gone down in my life this week. I quickly realized that 
was ridiculous.
When I think back to that day three years later and know 
Mr. Brubaker as a sober businessman, I do wonder what he 
was thinking during that song as he threw back a number of 
beers. He was part of the first audience to hear the story of 
our infamous break-up told through my song. I never asked 
him what he thought about it the very first time. I wondered 
if he was as affected as I was listening to Katy Perry’s “Brick 
by Brick” telling the intimate story of her love and marriage 
as it crumbled before her very eyes. I do need to ask Mr. Bru-
baker. We are a lot alike, so I’d like to think that he put him-
self in my shoes as he heard the compelling, miserable story.
After the gig, the Dave Brubaker approached me. Staggering, 
smelling of beer, he extended his own hand to shake mine as 
I lifted it in hesitation from the keys. I put on the profession-
al face quickly, since normally old men hit on me especially 
when they have been drinking. Mom says I have to act as pro-
fessional as possible and not slap them in the face if uncom-
fortable comments are made. She tells me to just find Dana 
if someone starts crossing the line. She also always adds, 
“Rachel, you know the line.”
Mid-handshake Dave began slowly, deeply speaking much 
like I imagine the voice of God: “Rachel, how do you say your 
last name?”
“It’s Rachel Wammack, sir.”
“Rachel Wammack. That’s beautiful. I’m David Brubaker, and 
I travel every year to a music festival on the beautiful Island 
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of Mystique. It’s considered a jazz festival with a bunch of 
Brits and other great European singers, but I think that your 
voice would match perfectly with the styles of the bluesy sing-
ers. I mean, they need an American, Rachel— really. You’re 
better than most of those Brits anyways. If you can give me 
your email, my good friend that is over at the festival could 
certainly get you on the list. Last year William and Kate were 
there, and it would be so great if they could hear your voice.”
I tried to form a solid sentence. I glanced over at Dana, “Sir, I 
don’t think that my parents would let me go.”
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The truth can   
turn  
so easily   
into a backbend  
it’s chameleon nature
keeps me always safe
behind a lie
so carefully constructed
into eloquent expression
of the confusion
that is my intent
to keep you always
occupied 
while I occupy 
the minds 
of all the guys  
I’m sleeping with  
then carefully 
slipping them  
out of my   
story  
like it never  
even   
happened  
and for now   
it didn’t   
to you.  
Manipulation
Rebekah Milwee
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Each night I count my brothers
Every night I dream of them
The mornings come far too quick
The news counts their bodies
Their tongues aren’t made to say their names
Each night I count my brothers
Little girls go missing without a whisper
No Amber Alerts for amber skin
The mornings come far too quick
Demanding us to have Alzheimer’s
Quick to forget the hands that sculpted this land
Each night I count my brothers
My suns are dying
I want to lay in darkness and mourn for them
The mournings come far too quick
We are too loud to live
But they talk too loud next to the bones of my loves
Each night I count my brothers 
The mornings come far too quick
Poplar Nightmares
Lauren Davis
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Like a prizefighter the sun hits my face
Gargoyles land on scaffolds made of air.
The view is of gray and stifled graves
The sounds are of a depravation chamber
The taste is stale earth
The smell is rotting life
It feels like damp regret.
I touched the cold marble
My fingers tasted history.
Bobby Andrews now lies here in Bismarck, ND.
The sun’s punch feels more like a love tap.
My love, patiently waiting with goblins
Good, she’d likely uncrank my crunk.
A chirp from the distance caused the grave to move
Now effectively spinning my tires
The rotting bark of the mammouths is comforting
Uneasy I stand tall over the fallen,
I am not king.
I’m flying, a better view from the sky
Resourceful “Keeton Kat” will find his friend yet
Bobby will not be grateful.
I see the stone atop ingenious dirt.
I mean to say my piece and have a cobbler’s dream
“Morire e essere morto”
Oddly, when the mass speaks it says my name.
Where did those gargoyles go?
Die and be Dead
Derrick W. Keeton
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I found a Raisin, in my Bran,
And Milk as white as snow
Kept sloshing—sloshing—‘til it seemed
That I would soon be through—
And as the Meal was eaten,
My Stomach, like a Bum—
Kept begging—begging—‘til I thought
That I would soon be done—
And then I reached out for the Box
And filled again my Bowl
With that same Raisin Bran, again,
My Face—an empty hole,
As all the Kellogg’s were a Bell,
And Being, but a Mouth,
And I, and Hunger, some strange Race
Ate, solitary, here—
And then a Plank in my Seat, broke,
And I dropped down, and down—
And hit the Floor, with a great crunch,
And Finished eating—then—
I Found a Raisin in My Bran1 
A. Friend
  1A Parody of Emily Dickinson’s “I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,”
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Belinda drives by the old house on Sunday afternoons, watch-
ing the slow deconstruction. In early spring, the rickety brown 
shed out back is taken away and the two fruit trees flank-
ing it are removed. Near Easter, the sidewalk leading from 
the porch to the street disappears leaving a terra cotta path 
reaching out to the road like an infected vein. The circular 
stone flower beds in the middle of the front yard vanish in 
mid-July along with the Japanese beetle-infested peach roses 
they contain. Then nothing changes. For seven long months, 
only the empty house with its rusty tin roof and cracked avo-
cado-toned asbestos siding remains on the property. 
This bitterly cold February afternoon, however, it is different. 
Belinda’s childhood home is gone, and only its rectangular red 
clay footprint is left behind. Belinda pulls into what remains 
of the gravel drive way and sits in her SUV with the heater 
on high. She keeps expecting some negative emotion or some 
uncomfortable physical sensation to overtake her, but it never 
does. Much to her surprise, she releases a few shallow sighs 
of relief and begins chuckling. She rolls down her window 
and snaps a picture of the now-empty lot with her phone and 
sends it to her brother and two sisters, along with the words, 
“Xanadu falls!”
     
     ‘Not that they’d ever respond’, she thought.
Junk Apples
Jennifer Grandinetti
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Belinda picks up a coffee for the long, gray, silent drive home. 
She doesn’t understand the appeal of tea. It doesn’t do any-
thing. And Red Bulls do too much.
At home, she looks out her kitchen window at her own 
winter-dormant fruit trees, three Cumberland Spurs. She has 
all the sweet, red apples she wants every autumn. Not like 
her parents did. But they never took care of anything, not 
even her.
Junk apples, her mother called the tart, tiny chartreuse ap-
ples. Mostly because of the mess they made in the back yard. 
The tree at the old house produced hundreds of tiny fruit 
every year, but the problem was that no one wanted to pick 
them or eat them. One fall, in a fit of teen rage at the wasted 
food, Belinda picked dozens of them and successfully canned 
them. It was so much work, especially peeling and slicing all 
those tiny fruits, that she never did it again, and neither did 
anyone else. From that moment on, her parents’ apples were 
left to rot on the ground as before: food for insects, worms, 
and platoons of neighborhood squirrels. This was also the 
moment that Belinda began to hate that apple tree.  It was a 
mess.
Belinda pulls out her phone. She left it on silent and surpris-
ingly, all three of her siblings had messaged her. Even Carol.
 Doug: “Ha ha. Surprised there ain’t a termite mound 
marking the spot! I hated that place.”
 Leslie: “Kinda sad.”
 Carol: “You must be happy.”
 Belinda sends everyone back a noncommittal Yeah. 
 No one except her brother Doug replies: “Come to 
dinner next Sunday. Ali wants you to meet someone.”
 “After last time, I’ll pass. Aren’t you still mad ?”
 “Come eat. I’m not mad. Ali was, but she got over it. 
She was madder at me because Darnell and I were laughing 
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our asses off at what you said.”
 “I bet she didn’t laugh.”
 “She did later. Do something besides sit in that house. 
You can make a man miserable besides me for a change. ☺”
 Belinda laughs.
 “Fine, I’ll bring the wine.”
Doug and his wife Ali had decided around a decade ago that 
Belinda shouldn’t be alone. This meant a meal at Doug’s a few 
times a year with a special male guest who had no idea what 
he was in for. 
The first time was at a barbecue the summer of 2004. Milo, 
the very next man she was with after Michael, had been dead 
for nearly two years and Belinda saw no point in “getting back 
on the horse” as Doug called it. She was thirty-nine then and 
had only just gotten used to being a rich widow; she showed 
up to the party only to stop Doug and Ali’s nagging. Her first 
victim was an unsuspecting fireman named Richie Caspar: 
tall and handsome with dark wavy hair, broad shoulders and 
icy blue eyes. He looked so much like Superman that Belinda 
had to stifle a giggle. The fact that he liked to stand with both 
hands perched squarely on his hips didn’t help matters. She 
could imagine a scarlet cape flapping in the breeze behind 
him. That image was funnier because he was wearing head-
to-toe camo. Super Hunter. Milo would have laughed at him. 
Doug clapped Richie on the shoulder and handed him a bottle 
of cheap beer. 
 “Richie, this is my kid sister Belinda. Belinda this is 
Richie, the best nozzle man at station 19.”
 “Hi, Brenda. How the hell did you get an old man like 
this for a brother?” 
He smiled and stuck out his right hand. She didn’t offer hers.
 “It’s Belinda. I’ll call you Dick.”
That didn’t end well. Most of them didn’t. But then she met 
Troy, a blonde elf of a volunteer fireman for the county, and 
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that was fun for a few months. But too-young Troy wasn’t 
exactly a one-woman man. For that matter, he wasn’t a 
‘one-man’ man either and after a while his antics bored her. 
Like Danny Glover, she was getting too old for this shit. She 
blocked his calls and texts without another word. She hadn’t 
really connected with anyone since, and that was three years 
ago.
The last blind date was especially awkward. Instead of 
Doug offering up one of his firemen or EMT buddies, Ali had 
brought one of her co-workers, an accountant named Darnell. 
He was nice enough, smart, around her age, and not entirely 
bad-looking. He showed up in a navy pin-striped suit and a 
white fedora with a wide navy band, which made him look 
like a skinny, African-American Al Capone. On an average 
day, that suit would have softened her up. Someone who 
shows up in a get-up like that cannot take themselves too 
seriously, and if he did it would still be hilarious. But as luck 
would have it, she had just remembered it was Milo’s birth-
day, the 19th of December. He would have been sixty-one, but 
the leukemia stopped him before he could turn fifty. This put 
her in an abnormally cynical mood, even more than normal.
It was a week before Christmas and Doug’s house smelled 
thickly of pumpkin pie spice as it always did. This time, 
the culprit was actual pumpkin pie instead of the myriad of 
sprays and candles Ali used all over their little yellow cottage. 
Darnell had just pulled the chair out for her: a kind, old-fash-
ioned gesture that Belinda always appreciated. Just as she 
was about to sit, she looked up at Darnell and read something 
in his eyes. It looked like pity. 
What had Ali told him? She suddenly felt exposed, vulnerable, 
and not good enough. Belinda’s ire flamed up into her face, 
reddening her ears and cheeks. She could poker-face with any 
other emotion, but not anger. She spent the meal in silence; 
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barely looking up, much less acknowledging conversation 
directed her way. She kept her head down and ate while she 
smoldered and the others talked around her.
Doug and Ali disappeared into the kitchen to get dessert. 
Belinda turned to Darnell and smiled devilishly.
 “I’m bored. Waddaya say we go out back. You can 
sodomize me on the trampoline?” Darnell looked up, seeming 
a bit bored himself.
 “Well, Ali told me to expect you to be rude, but I didn’t 
think I’d be propositioned. Brava!” He mimed a shallow bow, 
still seated.
 “Screw all this.”
Belinda was in her car and driving back home before Doug 
and Ali emerged with the pumpkin pie. She kept her phone off 
for a week, waiting for the storm to pass.
***
Belinda thinks about messaging Carol again, but she de-
cides to let it go. She hasn’t seen Carol since Dad passed last 
summer and couldn’t find much to say to her then. It’s been 
thirty-five years since the tumult of 1980, but sometimes it 
still feels raw. It probably does for Carol, too. Michael was her 
husband, after all. 
 
That night Belinda dreams. She is young again. Her hair is 
long and dark like it once was, but wavy like it never has 
been. It is warm, early summer. Her shorts and shirt are 
pink. She walks through her parents’ back yard to the apple 
tree. She falls to her knees beneath it and begins digging 
through the dirt with her hands. Suddenly Michael is there 
again. He is digging in the dirt with her. He loves her again. 
They dig frantically dirtying their clothes. Finally, they reach 
a tiny white cardboard box. It is a Chinese take-out box 
with a wire handle. Red Chinese characters like tiny houses 
are scrawled on the outside. Michael is gone now. She looks 
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around for him, but only for a second. She opens the box and 
it is bursting with fortune cookies. She rips each one in half, 
but none of the cookies actually have a fortune inside. She 
looks down and her dirty pink shorts are now bloody. It’s the 
miscarriage. The only thing she and Michael ever made to-
gether; a misshapen five-week-old embryo that looks a bit like 
a sea horse. Suddenly Belinda’s lap is covered with dozens 
upon dozens of identical embryos. She frantically tries to bury 
them all but no matter how hard she digs it is never enough 
effort to cover them all. 
Belinda awakens, breathless. She can almost never remember 
her dreams, but she finds herself thinking about Michael, her 
oldest sister Carol’s dead first husband, and that goddamned 
mess of an apple tree in her parents’ old back yard. 
That old house was so crowded, loud, and smoky when she 
was fifteen. Three bedrooms to hold seven people: Belinda, 
Leslie, Mom and Dad, Carol and Michael and their baby 
Heather. Her brother Doug had just moved out a year prior, 
and she couldn’t remember for the life of her where he had 
slept in the house. 
Belinda’s only sanctuary was the single bathroom in the 
house. She tried to get up earlier than everyone else on school 
days so she wouldn’t have to fight for the hot water. And she 
loved to take long showers. She’d taken to staying out of 
church on Sundays just so she could have the quiet house and 
the entire bathroom to herself. One Sunday, Michael stayed 
out of church, too. He crept into the shower with her. She had 
forgotten to lock the door. He took her virginity from behind. 
It hurt some. But the next Sunday it hurt even less. And the 
Sunday after that it felt great. Soon they were looking for any 
excuse to be alone together. He started driving her to school 
extra early so they could have sex in the woods behind her 
high school, unseen inside his ’76 Chevette. He would be gone 
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soon to Lake Michigan for Navy boot camp, and he constantly 
reminded her. “I love you. I need to be in you. I need it, now.”
Then he was gone. And two months later, Belinda started 
bleeding like crazy—ruining her favorite pink shorts—and  
had intense abdominal pain, worse than any period she’d ever 
had to that point. That’s when she saw the tiny seahorse-like 
embryo amid the bloody clumps. She couldn’t bear to flush 
it, like it was nothing. She wrapped a clean menstrual pad 
around it, took it outside and buried it under that messy ap-
ple tree and told no one. But blood will out. 
That September, Michael wrote home to Carol and included 
letters for the whole family in one envelope. He sent Belinda a 
late birthday card in a separate envelope. Carol opened it and 
read it while Belinda was at school that day. It was a normal 
birthday card, with a normal birthday message, but there was 
a folded piece of notebook paper inside the card. Carol read 
that too. It didn’t say happy birthday. It recounted all their 
sexual exploits and asked for a naked Polaroid. 
Carol picked Belinda up from school in Michael’s Chevette, 
leaving baby Heather home with their mom. She pulled out of 
the parking lot and into the woods where Belinda and Mi-
chael had spent many mornings, and slapped Belinda in the 
face over and over, calling her two-faced whore, gutter slut, 
and bitch, anything she could think of. Mostly she asked why 
why why? And screamed Right under my nose! Right under 
my nose! Belinda sobbed and pulled herself into the fetal po-
sition but didn’t try and defend herself.  Carol drove her home 
and they never spoke of it again, but they didn’t speak to each 
other much at all after that.  Despite Belinda’s reddened face, 
no one at home questioned her about it.
Carol divorced Michael while he was overseas that year and 
never gave an explanation. Irreconcilable differences, the 
divorce papers read. Belinda heard the alcohol got him 
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eventually. She suspected it was because he was never al-
lowed to see Heather again. 
Belinda was consumed with guilt, until she realized she was 
the one who had been victimized. She was fifteen but Michael 
had been twenty-four. This inspired a brand-new hate for 
Carol, but didn’t exorcise her feeling responsible. 
Ashamedly, she still thought of him as her first love, but lucki-
ly, not her last. No more pregnancies were in the cards for her 
either, and she thought that was probably God’s punishment. 
That worked out for the best. She and Milo had thirteen good 
years together. He had been gone—and she mostly alone—for 
another thirteen when she met Darnell.
***
Belinda shows up with a bottle of wine at Doug and Ali’s 
house. Darnell answers the door, wearing another gangster 
pin-striped suit. Maroon this time.
 “Can we try this again? Because I think we ought to 
have a few dinners under our belt before we even consider the 
trampoline.”
 “You’re just old-fashioned,” she teases.
 “All the way.”
 “Then okay. Do over.”
Darnell escorts Belinda into the house. And this time, she 
cuts him some slack and takes a chance on really starting 
over.
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Joyce Eccleston
Smoky Mountain Mourning
First Place 2D
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Jennifer Tran
Kentuck Arts Festival Poster
Second Place New Media
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Marilee Ellis
Movement
Faculty Merit Award 3D
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Nathan Smith
Nimrod
First Place 3D
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Melanie Trantham
Newport Blues
Second Place Photography
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Tiffany Evans
Infinity Chords
Second Place 2D
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Audrey Burton
Drapery
Merit Award 2D
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Audrey Burton
Tunnels
Merit Award 3D
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Wesley Hooper
Faith
Best in Show
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Wesley Hooper
Help Yourself
Second Place 3D
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HUNTSVILLE, AL
 
200 Church Street 
Huntsville, AL 35801
Downtown Huntsville
Come relax in Huntsville’s own Big Spring Park!
Whether you are wanting a place to relax, get in shape, or just 
have a little family fun, Big Spring Park in Huntsville has a lot to 
offer! Featuring many amenities such as a playground for the kids, 
a pavilion, and various sports facilities such as a baseball, football, 
and soccer field, Big Spring Park in Huntsville is a great place for 
outdoor fun! Located in the heart of the city, it is within walking 
distance of some of the major attractions such as the Von Braun 
Center, among many others!
If you are looking for a venue for your local band or you want to 
see national performances in dance, music, or even theatre, there 
are various stages available on the weekends from 5:00-9:00 PM 
on Fridays, 10:00 am-9:00 PM Saturdays, and 12:00 PM-7:00 PM 
on Sundays.
Want to know more? 
Go to www.Huntsville.org for more information on 
Big Spring Park and other local attractions!
Hannah Campbell
Big Spring Park
First Place New Media
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Jessica Pajaron
The Persistence of Light
First Place Photography
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Paper cuts decorated my fingers as I flipped through the 
postcard booklet.  I had given them as a gift on a hot August 
day before I left.  Now the cold of January causes my hands to 
ache.  The paper is empty of words and only one card is miss-
ing.  Only one card sent before it was too late.
I often feel the urge to write about my day on the clean paper. 
Small spaces only allow for a few lines.  Writing would be 
therapeutic, but it’s too hard to start, knowing that the card 
goes to no one.  Instead, I flip through the pictures.  Bright 
colors and cheery images.  Vivid black lines for addresses.  
Rough serrated side, torn from the booklet.
January’s harsh grey sky lends to the mood.  With each flip 
of the pages, sorrow and joy, love and anger, contentment and 
misery. I am not happy, but I no longer feel the overwhelming 
despair I did in the beginning. I sit in an abyss between those 
emotions.
On my phone, in black and white tones, is the last picture we 
ever took. Smiling faces and eyes, hidden sadness peeking 
out.  I’m sorry I went away at the last. I didn’t know. Having 
to return home for those days after the phone call birthed 
guilt, but leaving again taught me that memories can carry 
a presence sometimes stronger than a phone call. So much I 
wanted to ask and now no time left. 
Those postcards we promised sit without ink staining their 
surface.
Postcards To Sorrow
Stephanie Preslar
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Stand fast and strong you stalwart men
To dam the surging tide
And let us all meet once again.
Through the bush and wooded glen
We left the curs no place to hide
Stand fast and strong you stalwart men.
Praise their hubris, a deadly sin.
Take solace in their fatal pride.
And let us all meet once again.
Let them press against our pikes and then
Scoff, for it’s only numbers on their side.
Stand fast and strong you stalwart men.
What glorious battles have we seen
To fight with brothers on either side
And let us all meet once again.
Brothers to each, much more than friend
Let poets sing of how we died.
Stand fast and strong you stalwart men
And let us all meet once again.
Let us all meet once again
Casey Bramble
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1. On her walk to the mailbox the winds of Colbert-
                   County will blow her nightgown
 Above her knee caps
 They’ll push at her brilloy  hair, her sparse lashes 
 And speckled pink whites of her eyes
 She curses the air that gets stuck in her throat,
 She coughs loud and fragmented while flem sits 
 On her good lung
 Pours itself a glass of orange juice and takes a nap.
 
 Her daughter watches her future from the window
 Skeptic furrowed brows
 Yet sodium and chloride still nestle themselves
 In the rims of her eyes.
 
 She glances at her mother’s oxygen tank
 Encased in dust
 Scuffs at the Camels that lay on the meter.
Take Care
Mari Williams
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2.   How brave her mother seems
 To the molding of her insides
 
 To the spores building cities around her heart
 And in her liver, a council building at the base of her 
                   ribs.
 
 The daughter dreams of metal bird wings,
 Foreclosure, and holes open six feet in depth
3.  Tomorrow her mother will limp to the mailbox
 The rocks in the driveway will stab at the arches of   
                   her feet
 The wind will harass her,
 Planes will fly low overhead.
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I miss the little things.
My schoolyard friends,
The summer’s end,
My childish dreams.
 
And fear this too
Of tomorrow’s day.
When I will say,
Today was full.
 
If Hope lies ahead
And happiness back,
It can only track
That now is dead.
 
The present is skewed,
By what was then,
The future’s when,
And how they’re viewed.
A Passing Thought at 5AM
James Roper
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Breakfast: one banana, one egg, one small low-fat Greek 
yogurt. Shoulders down, ribs in. Turn out. She craves the 
discipline, the sacrifice, and the structure. She grows up in 
a room filled with mirrors, reflecting images of girls in pink 
tights, black leotards with their hair pulled back into slick 
buns. They know what is expected of them. To train and work 
from the minute they leave school till well past dark. Family 
dinners were in the back seats of minivans instead of tables 
with chairs.  Family vacations were not trips to the beach or 
Disney World but instead trips to nationals in cities all over 
the southeast to compete. 
When you are in your adolescence, and you’re dancing, you 
don’t get to experience what normal kids get to experience. 
You don’t date; you don’t hang out or go to parties. As soon as 
school is over you go straight to practice and to dance class. 
This is the time where a dancer is instructed  to lose weight, 
and most have no idea how to handle that. For many young 
dancers, they have never had to watch what they ate and had 
no idea how to take care of their bodies. Their bodies are just 
naturally the way they are, and it just so happened to work 
for dance, until puberty. 
This skinny ideal that a lot of contemporary audiences as-
sociate with ballet today is thanks to George Balanchine 
and his vision of what a ballet dancer should look like. Post 
The Breaking Point
Laura Sherrill
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Balanchine, we see a very emaciated body type, and you no 
longer see a woman on the stage but a pre-pubescent girl’s 
body.  Flat chested and encouraged not to eat to the point 
of destroying their bodies. This extreme ideal body type has 
killed dancers. A dancer can feel like she is sinking, feeling 
alone in a world that had become her home.  
You tell yourself you can live with the disappointment if you 
don’t make it. “I’ll dance in college or become a teacher at 
some studio,” and you promise yourself that dance will always 
be there. Many dancers have spent the majority of their 
lives in a dance studio either as the student or the teacher. 
Stepping out of the spotlight to stand behind a curtain was 
a strange transition for me. For years, I pushed myself to be 
what my teacher’s wanted, but now I am the teacher. 
I watch students grow from little girls to young women in 
my classes. I know the struggles they have with body image, 
self-doubt and the constant fear of not being perfection. As I 
tell them to straighten their knees, lift their legs higher, and 
stretch their arms and to point their feet all the way through 
their shoes, I see the determination in their eyes and the 
eagerness to please. Most of them just dance to have fun, 
popping in and out of class wanting the costume or an award 
at the end of the year. 
But sometimes you have a student who wishes to dance 
professionally, and you can see the way she trains differently 
from others. She comes every day, performs at the top of her 
classes and brings life to her art form. I watch her admire 
and critique herself in the mirrors, an unforgiving judge. She 
sucks in her stomach, presses her shoulders down to elongate 
her neck. I want to tell her that she is talented and worthy 
without silently hating herself.  She is growing and develop-
ing the way she was born to be. But I once stood in her shoes 
looking at myself the same way, and I know what she is 
thinking. 
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She reminds herself of her flaws. You are too short. Your legs 
are too thick. Stretch your neck in your turns. Shoulders 
down. Breathe. She notices her classmates and compares her 
body to theirs.  She has excellent turnout. Look as SHE flies 
across the floor in her leaps. She makes it look effortless, 
the gifted ones who don’t have to try. Breathe, remember to 
breathe.  
In dance, they look for assimilation and conformity. Not danc-
ers of all different body types and skin tones. Dance teaches 
you to start thinking critically about yourself. It forces you to 
watch yourself and find the imperfections and trains you to 
work harder, push further and expect nothing but perfection. 
I don’t tell you this brutal reality because I want you to see 
the dark underbelly of sequins and glitter. I love to dance, 
and it will always be a part of who I am at my core. Dance 
was good to me. It gave me a way out of my dusty rural town 
and allowed me to see parts of the world I could only dreamed 
about. Places like California, New York, and Paris. It made 
me believe I could fly, gave me a way to express myself and 
tell my story in ways I didn’t know I needed. It provided 
me with confidence and strength. It taught me how to fight 
through the tears and the bloody toes and learn that the show 
will go on with or without you, and you hope it’s not without 
you. 
I sit here removed from the role I once held, and I can see 
this generation of girls who have somehow found a way to 
fast forward through the awkward stage of bad hair cuts and 
braces. They broadcast their lives across the Internet with 
a collection of curated pictures, which make them look hap-
py, beautiful and like every day is an adventure. They snap 
videos of themselves acting like “adults” and ask their parents 
to pay for the luxurious lifestyle that they need to keep their 
thousands of Instagram followers. 
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With everyone always looking, you have to always be “on.” 
You must always look good and be interesting, or you don’t 
matter. Crazy weekend binges of booze and expansive eating, 
and how a few days of starvation will get them back down 
to sizes that better-fit plastic dolls than human people. In a 
world full of scheduling and expectations, they push the edge 
of insanity just to get a taste of what it would feel like to lose 
control.
They are sixteen, fifteen, fourteen years old, younger all the 
time, a generation of children who are waiting to be taught 
how to be children. We drown their innocence in videos gone 
viral, body shaming and competition just to add their accom-
plishments to our list of jobs well done.  Stay in control. Don’t 
let people know how much you hate yourself. 
Dancers have a high pain tolerance. They can push them-
selves to a point of utter exhaustion and still perform ef-
fortlessly. Misty Copeland is an American ballet dancer in 
one of the leading classical ballet companies in the country. 
Copeland became the first African-American woman to be 
promoted to principal dancer in American Ballet Theatre’s 75-
year history. On the night she debuted in her starting role in 
Firebird, she danced injured. She had six stress fractures in 
her tibia, and three of them were almost full breaks through 
the bone, But she knew how important that performance was 
not only for herself but an entire community of people. This 
world trains dancers to perform even when they don’t feel 
like it, force their bodies to look and move in ways that seem 
effortless to everyone else and do to it all with a smile. 
While others spent summers outside playing softball, swim-
ming and going to movies, I spent my time behind a ballet 
barre, practicing. “I can’t. I have dance,” was often heard as 
I tried to explain to friends why I couldn’t spend the night or 
go to the football game. This world of sequined costumes and 
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extreme abuse of your body is all worth it to the young.  It 
is the world where your good isn’t good enough. This world 
is where your parents sacrificed their happiness, their mon-
ey, and their time so you could pursue a dream. You have 
pressure coming from all sides. Pressure from your teachers, 
pressure from your peers, pressure from your family, pressure 
from yourself. It sounds gruesome, and you may wonder why 
anyone would put himself or herself through this. But danc-
ing is like breathing. If she were to stop, even for a moment to 
be a “normal” kid, she would cease to be. 
Breakfast, one banana, one egg, one small low-fat Greek 
yogurt. Shoulders down, ribs in, turn out.  The deck is stacked 
against you. Bad feet. Poor turn out. Weak ankles. Too fat. Too 
short. Too tall.  It’s never going to happen. 
Only one percent of all ballerinas make it into elite compa-
nies each year. I once heard that success is 90% hard work 
and 10% raw talent. This idea works in the real world, but in 
the dance world sometimes it  doesn’t matter how much you 
sweat, bleed, or cry, you reach the breaking point and you 
either crash into oblivion or pick yourself up and find a new 
dream.
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Have your teeth been giving you trouble?
It’s the most wonderful time of the year.
Did you hear about the woman who runs the ice cream shop?
Swish, swish, swish, swish.
How often do you floss?
It’s the hap-happiest season of all.
She killed herself you know.
Tap, tap, tap, tap.
Do you use mouth wash?
It’s the most wonderful time of the year.
Sure did, she committed suicide right after dinner.
Drip, drip, drip, drip.
What color toothbrush would you like today?
It’s the most wonderful time of the year.
She always seemed so happy.
Squeak, squeak, squeak, squeak.
Would you like to schedule for next time?
It’s the most wonderful time of the year.
It’s just so sad.
So sad.
In the Dentist at Christmas Time
Chloe Allen
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To all the stolen chastised wonderments;
Falling victim to their salmonella suicides.
They touch us all – the heathen mass.
They see us crash,
They taste our wounds. 
Caress and exploit our secretive atrocities,
For no good deed goes unscathed.
But there’s no innocence left to save,
For every sentiment and act of charity
Is prone to stroke their vanity.
And they see nothing wrong
To the world at hand:
It crumbles and is contaminated.
No Joan of Arcs to instigate,
For every little martyred saint 
Fades away in Portland dumpsters.
But does our genuine concern
Translate to a mainstream cynicism?
Spare us all your optimism!
While they’re immune to the concept of death,
We are all defiled in all our unmade sick beds 
And punished for ever present realism.
To scoff at our morality
And cater to their sanctimony.
Just as you live, just as you try;
 “Millennium” 
Jared Collier
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Just as you endure, just as you die,
And sparkle and fade into obscurity.
To desecrate our purity,
Cut off your head in hopes a better one grows,
Sell out for the sake of emptiness.
It all sounds very terrible,
And yet it sounds so wonderful;
It all becomes insignificant.
A longing for obliteration, 
As a way to seek consolidation. 
A taste of pornography for vicarious desire
Through the mass of magnificent failure.
Disregard every ounce of your well-being
To fabricate and mask how you are feeling;
To give humility to your conceit
And reasoning for hugging tightly 
All the children violated:
A generation neglectful
A generation neglected.
But sadly there’s a shortage 
Of viable and valid hosts,
For there are only severed heads.
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Surrounded by the hustle and bustle of everyday life, Tracy 
didn’t hear the faint chime of the door as it swung open. Not 
that it mattered—she would not have bothered looking up in 
the first place, as was her habit. She defied the norm and re-
fused to let the distractions of day-to-day life detract from the 
ink-and-paper landscape unfolding in the palm of her hand.
Tales of fantasy, science fiction, romance and adventure 
captivated her every waking moment—stories and epics of 
warriors fighting against insurmountable odds, against ma-
levolent and powerful lords and rulers that sought to bring 
the world under their control. There once was a time when 
she could say the same about her nighttime escapades into 
the depths of her own subconscious, but that was no longer 
the case.
She did not think it strange that she no longer dreamed when 
she slept—she already spent her days doing so, after all.
 
The door chimed again, practically pleading to be noticed. The 
air was heavy with the aroma of freshly ground coffee beans. 
From the counter, a teenage boy with a particularly bad case 
of acne called names—“Austin” and “Jessica” were all the rage 
today, it seemed— brandishing trays of brimming coffee cups 
and plastic pastry baggies alike at expectant customers.
 “Camaraderie” & Creamer
Joseph Howarth
Best Fiction Award Winner
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Tracy shifted in her seat and glanced around, tucking her legs 
underneath the chair. The coffee shop was a local business 
venture, owned by local citizens. It had only opened up a few 
years prior, but quickly gained popularity among the local 
caffeine-junkies, not least of all those who worked full time 
or attended school throughout the day. Tracy had heard the 
stories from the upperclassmen. The owners had encouraged 
the local college students (particularly the ones pursuing Art 
degrees) to decorate the otherwise-plain interior of the shop 
however they saw fit. It was for this reason Tracy did not 
think it strange that the sassy zebra adorning the tabletop in 
front of her sported a top hat and cane; similar illustrations, 
some possessing admirably higher quality than others, were 
likewise placed in front of her friends’ seats. A spontaneous 
and silly girl by the name of Rebecca sat across the table, tak-
ing selfies in front of the shop’s wide front window. Her curly 
red hair smoldered against the backdrop of the setting sun.
Tracy looked past her, staring down her own reflection. Her 
beanie sat low on her brow, almost reaching down to her 
rimmed glasses. The thick scarf likewise curled around her 
neck came up to her chin, ready to be pulled up past her nose 
the moment she stepped out into the late October chill. She 
used to enjoy the colder seasons, but she chilled and shook 
so easily of late. Her thick and floppy sweater continued the 
vibe. Once the sun set, she knew her reflection would be re-
duced to a darkened, lumpy outline.
She had never considered herself to be anything but average. 
She did well enough in high school to graduate; no problems, 
no honors. For the most part she managed to keep to herself, 
avoiding the key clubs and extracurricular activities. She had 
made friends that would never speak face-to-face with her 
once they had crossed the stage and parted ways for the last 
time.
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The freshly-emancipated senior could only bring herself to 
escape into the relative safety and familiarity of higher ed-
ucation. She had already enrolled at a local college, much to 
her aging parents’ delight, and began her first year that Fall. 
She offered involuntary (but not unwilling) smiles to new 
professors and fellow students alike, sitting through first-day 
lectures and introductions, willing her wandering mind to 
focus on the monotony of the syllabi descriptions. Though as 
the first handful of weeks flitted by, sometimes she could not 
help it—she escaped into the realms of her imagination for 
precious moments at a time.
One day in particular she stared dreamily out of the streaked 
classroom windows, deaf to the History lectures. The history 
she envisioned had nothing to do with the structure of Greek 
democracy, 
but the epics and folk tales of ancient heroes—she held Beow-
ulf in high regard. Her focus would snap back every so often, 
conveniently just in time for everyone to shovel their pencils 
and binders into 
their book bags; she quickly followed suit. She stood, shoul-
dering 
her bag; it was weighted with textbooks that she had yet to 
put to any real use.
She looked outside, and as she did so reflexively checked her 
pockets to ensure nothing was missing. The mid-morning sun 
shone as the first students started to trickle out of the build-
ings. Back inside the classroom, one of her desk neighbors, a 
sallow boy in a checkered shirt chatted animatedly with the 
professor. Both of them trembled and shook. The entire room 
quaked as well, now that she thought about it. A tumultuous 
noise filled her ears too—a crackling, wrenching cough. The 
sun and classroom alike grew startlingly dark. Tracy realized 
that she could not breathe.
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Immediately after, everything went black.
The next thing she remembered was lying on the classroom 
floor, looking up at the ceiling. She turned her head, try-
ing to blink away the burning afterimage of the fluorescent 
lights above. Her professor was kneeling over her, gesturing 
furiously toward the door and shouting; not that she could 
understand what he was saying. It was all a dull roar at this 
point. She saw a couple of boys dash out of the classroom, 
shouldering past a pale-faced girl on her phone—her free 
hand clutched at the lanyard dangling from her neck, a vain 
attempt to calm herself.
The heavyset EMTs hurried into the room not five minutes 
later. They shoved desks aside without regard, clearing a 
path to the front of the room. Tracy was almost surprised 
when they lifted her like a feather and deposited her onto the 
stretcher. The side of her head burned and throbbed mer-
cilessly. Her head lolled lazily to the side as they lifted the 
stretcher, locking the legs into place underneath her. The floor 
was pockmarked with crimson flecks and a small puddle of 
blood, she noticed.
It did not occur to her until several minutes later, after they 
had ushered her from the building and into the back of a wait-
ing ambulance, that she must have hit her head.
The ambulance screamed as it flew down the road in the di-
rection of the hospital.
                                                   • 
She sat on the exam table, her hand lightly grasping her 
mother’s. The thin sheet of paper beneath her crinkled dryly 
every time she fidgeted in the patient gown. It reminded 
her of the parchment paper she and her parents had used to 
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bake cookies, all those years ago. She looked over at her mom 
now. The older woman’s hair was in disarray, an expression 
of deep puzzlement and concern on her face. Tracy had seen 
the expression countless times before: the furrowed brow, the 
twitching nose, the slight downward tug at the corners of the 
mouth. Tracy gave her mom’s hand a reassuring squeeze.
Tracy’s mom jerked slightly as the doctor entered the room, 
swinging the door shut behind him. He offered them a reas-
suring smile, which her mother readily returned; Tracy did 
not notice the gesture, preoccupied as she was ensuring the 
gown did not unnecessarily reveal anything. He grabbed a 
rolling stool from the other side of the room, swinging it into 
place and squatting onto it. He was an older man with streaks 
of grey shot through his short beard; the blue eyes behind the 
square spectacles seemed kind enough.
The pair of adults exchanged pleasantries for a brief moment. 
Tracy sat still, willing herself to ignore the urge to scratch 
furiously at her head. This was the first time she had ever 
needed stitches; they felt bothersome and unfamiliar. She 
folded her hands on her lap as the doctor turned to her, the 
smile vanishing from his face.
He produced dark sheet from the envelope on his lap: x-ray 
film. He spoke, indicating a point on the sheet. Tracy was 
oblivious to the conversation, fascinated as she was by the im-
age. She glanced over at her mom. The woman’s face was ash-
en. Tracy frowned and looked back at the sheet—the portion 
that the doctor had indicated, specifically. A sizeable collection 
of dark spots checkered the image. Tracy had watched enough 
medical shows to venture a guess.
The doctor scheduled her for a biopsy that same day. The 
procedure confirmed the pre-diagnosis—nobody had expected 
otherwise.
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Lung cancer. Stage III. She started chemotherapy the follow-
ing week.
Tracy remembered well the car ride to her first appoint-
ment—the slight pressure of the seatbelt drawing tighter 
across her midsection at every red light and four-way stop; 
the welcome chill of the air conditioner washing over her face; 
the cloudless sky, segmented like an enormous azure quilt 
by the contrails stretching across its expanse. Her mother 
chattered endlessly from the driver’s seat. Only half of the 
animated conversation was meant for Tracy, the remainder di-
rected at the quickly-changing recipients on the receiving end 
of her mom’s Bluetooth. Her voice would soften and the worry 
lines on her face would ease when she addressed her daugh-
ter. Tracy knew at those moments her mother was speaking to 
her and not to some stranger. She liked that she could tell the 
difference.
Her mother made the lion’s share of the conversation; Tracy 
had come to understand that was how the older woman dealt 
with being nervous. Tracy stared silently out of the car win-
dow, offering the occasional single-answer response, or simply 
resorting to nodding her head.
That was how she dealt with being nervous.
She felt butterflies in her stomach as they pulled into the 
parking lot, retrieved her small bag from the trunk—Tracy 
had stashed her latest novel within it, along with some snacks 
and bottles of water at the smiling oncology nurse’s recom-
mendation—and walked past the immaculately-groomed 
bushes lining the medical center’s main entrance. She delib-
erately inhaled and exhaled at regular intervals, trying to 
ease her quickly-mounting apprehension. She absentmindedly 
wondered if the reality of her situation was finally setting in, 
as she had been waiting for it to ever since that day in the 
emergency room.
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Everything seemed to flit by at a breakneck pace. They took 
her to a screening room for some pre-treatment tests; after 
she had cleared them, both she and her mom were directed to 
a small but well-lit room. It was occupied by a pair of comfy 
chairs, a table, and various pieces medical equipment. Tracy 
had done some research on the internet prior to the appoint-
ment, so she knew what to expect: while the drugs were 
delivered and prepared, they gave her various injections in 
preparation for the chemo itself. Without fail the nurse would 
warn her prior to every pinprick of the needles. She had read 
that there would not be any noticeable difference from the 
chemotherapy drugs (at least immediately) but as the treat-
ment began she could not help but focus on whether or not 
she felt better or worse.
She stared at her book intently throughout the entire two 
hour session, bereft on the table nearby. “Stephen King” ran 
along its spine in bold golden text—the cover was indiscern-
ible amid the glare from the ceiling lights. Her mother—and 
the oncology nurse, when she stepped back into the room 
every few minutes—repeatedly asked her how she felt and 
whether she needed anything; she always shook her head 
in answer. She had both dreaded and resigned herself to the 
potential side effects of the treatment—the possible hair loss, 
of course, but namely the crippling nausea—but felt relieved 
when the nurse assured her that the anti-nausea medication 
was very effective (“the good stuff,” she called it).
The first session went without incident. They thanked both 
the nurse and receptionist in the lobby and stepped back 
out into the parking lot; her mother stashed the bag back in 
the trunk as Tracy climbed into the front passenger’s seat, 
buckling herself into place. As her mother walked around 
the car, Tracy looked at herself in the rear-view mirror. A 
frown furrowed her brow and pulled the corners of her mouth 
down—she had worn the same expression since the treatment 
started.
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Earlier as she had sat down and began the preparation for 
the treatment, a thought had occurred to her. She reflexively 
turned to her mother, intending to mention it to her; watch-
ing the older woman rummaging through her purse at that 
moment, however, she fell silent before the words ever left her 
lips. Her initial trepidation quickly vanished once the drugs 
had been administered. She felt a profound sense of relief, 
and it made her remember. Throughout the entire session, the 
car ride home afterward, and the remainder of the day she 
turned the thought over and over in her head, trying to make 
sense of it. Later that night she knelt over the toilet, coughing 
and moaning pitifully; her mother sat on the edge of the tub 
next to her, holding her hair back.
As Tracy gagged and retched into the bowl, her mother mur-
muring to her and rubbing her back all the while, she decided 
that she would never speak of it to anyone.
                                                  • 
Since that remarkably unremarkable day, all of her friends 
and would-be friends and day-of-the-week friends had taken 
an unprecedented interest in her. Daily, she found herself 
scrolling through a veritable cache of text messages, frowning 
absentmindedly as she perused their contents. She priori-
tized the ones belonging to her preferred-friends. They held 
everything from smiley faces crafted from semicolons and 
numbers—one of recent generations’ better inventions, she 
mused—to friendly inquiries and do-well wishes. More often 
than not there were invitations out to lunch, get-togethers 
and conventions.
Less often than not—evidenced by her presence in the coffee 
shop—she accepted.
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And so she found herself sitting in a coffee shop, surrounded 
by people whom she both knew and did not. Rebecca squealed 
with laughter at something on her phone, throwing herself 
dramatically onto the table in front of her. Her boyfriend 
Alex sat next to her, chuckling as he sipped from his latte; his 
messy blonde hair shone in the setting sun. Tracy had never 
met him in person before today, but he seemed well-mannered 
and easy to get along with—he readily held the door open for 
the group as they had entered the shop earlier, grinning as 
each person passed by
Looking at the couple, Tracy felt a sudden pang. Even among 
the group of people at the table—some of whom she called 
friends, others whose faces she knew but names she knew 
not—even surrounded by the bustling crowd of people waiting 
impatiently to get their daily caffeine fix and move on with 
their lives, she felt utterly distant. She took a deep breath 
and turned back to her book, frowning down at the pages. She 
was reminded once more of that day at the medical center. 
But more importantly, she was reminded of that day at the 
hospital—of the as-of-then unidentified emotion she felt when 
she received her diagnosis, but the feeling she now knew all 
too well:
 Relief.
She shook herself and straightened her glasses, trying to 
focus on the book.
After all, she hated coffee.
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Is it peculiar?
The way we allow beautiful things to die.
Peculiar like how a weed stands,
Tall, poised,
a silent bashful beauty.
Weeds sway like feral beasts
In a sea of themselves.
They hold your gaze in a carnal way
That makes you uncomfortable,
Sad, bewildered 
And forget why you reviled their mere existence.
Confused by why we mutilate,
Laying genocidal waste to their beds.
Is it the fear in their numbers
That feeds our anxiety?
Makes us frightened of a being
So much smaller than us,
Or are they just ugly?
WEEDS
Mari Williams
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She stood on her feet for hours each day, constantly swiping 
the cold, then hot, then neutral goods consumers set on her 
register line’s conveyor belt. She never complained – not 
about the rudeness of those who felt going to Wal-Mart 
ensured they would find all of their lives’ desires in the long, 
heavily stocked isles (and who yelled at her when they didn’t). 
Not about the measly paycheck she received every two weeks, 
which barely let her pay her bills, let alone her tuition. And 
not about the way she did the same thing during every shift: 
swiping items across the barcode scanner and filling patrons’ 
bags. 
She would always offer her small talk and pleasantries to 
them, wishing them a great day afterward. Sometimes they 
reciprocated, and other times they ignored her or waved her 
off. 
     “Sure, I’ll have a great day,” one senior citizen said, “as 
soon as you bring my damned toothpaste back.”
Others, who would come after “the angries,” would give a 
sympathetic look and say, “Sorry you have to go through that. 
You don’t deserve it, hun.”
She would use each opportunity, each customer, as a chance 
to restore her faith in humanity. If the customer was nice 
to her, she would wear a smile until someone else removed 
it. Then, she would start again in her search for a kindness. 
Black Friday
Jasmine Fleming
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Even if a rude customer left her, she noticed she would see 
that same customer come through her line in a few days or 
weeks. It seemed even if they didn’t show it, they appreciated 
her kindness. 
As she walked into a late-night staff meeting, one of many 
she had since taking the job, she noticed the worried expres-
sions of her coworkers, some younger, most older than her. 
Her supervisor reminded them that Black Friday sales would 
begin the next night. He quickly turned to her, the newest 
Wal-Mart employee, and told her that it wasn’t nearly as bad 
as it looked on the 5 o’clock news. He told her she would have 
no problem opening for the event, and she offered him a smile 
to show she appreciated his assurance. 
The night came, and Wal-Mart turned into the zoo her par-
ents could never afford to send her to for class field trips. 
Before she was allowed to open the doors for the first wave 
of sales, people banged on the class, and police officers and 
security guards were standing on the inside, waiting to calm 
anyone if need be. She opened the doors from the control pan-
el on the inside promptly at 8 p.m., and the customers rushed 
through, pushing and shoving each other to get to the sales. 
It almost resembled the Ferguson riots: The patrons probably 
saw a reason for what they did, but all she saw was madness 
for madness’ sake. 
An elderly woman stumbled past her, cradling what looked 
to be a broken wrist, and as she went to console the lady and 
find help, a burly man, who resembled a lumberjack, grabbed 
her arm and demanded to know where she hid the rest of the 
$20 DVD players. A security guard noticed them and forced 
him to let her go, and she grabbed the injured lady, deciding 
to drive her to a hospital herself. She would email her letter of 
resignation in the morning.  
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I feel it in the air.
Blistering, choking,
And draining our well being.
A mother’s love
Despairing and immersing 
Each and every patron
In her unwanted offspring.
Green with impurity,
Banish them all
Like Native tribes. 
We hold our breath
Like baptized saints;
Becoming vulnerable 
Yet again.
We turn a blind eye and withstand
Their lingering presence.
Unwanted orphans
Who infringe on our well-being
And plaster our belongings.
If only temporarily.
Pollen
Jared Collier
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The rain was steady.
The fog was thick.
Jingle Bells played on the radio.
I was just trying to keep it between the rows of dull 
     Christmas lights.
Whether it was ice or air, I’m not sure.
It was like being lifted by an Angel then spun like a top.
I felt weightless and infinitely heavy all at once.
I did not picture my life or my loved ones.
I did not ask for forgiveness or pray for deliverance.
I just watched the lights spin around and around until 
     I was hypnotized.
I was serenaded by Jingle Bells all the way into the darkness.
2 AM Christmas Morning
 Chloe Allen
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When I lift it out of
Its old leather case,
I feel a connection
To days past.
A ’74 Fender acoustic
With a worn leather strap.
The strings are worn,
Yet
Play as lively as
He was
When I was a boy
It was the first guitar I ever played
And my favorite one 
Still.
I play it as 
A rare treat
Whenever I’m feeling down,
The combination of 
The leather,
The aging wood,
And the traces of his cologne
Race memories back to my mind.
“CR’s Guitar”
Charles Stutts
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He gave this beauty to my mother
On his final day,
So young, around fifty
A passing from father to daughter.
I was a boy of four
And this is as close
As I’ll come
To playing a song 
With him.
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This is a story about conflict and peace in a solitary place, 
and it begins with home.  Home was an average brick house 
owned by a family of average income located in an average 
neighborhood in an average town in northern Alabama.  The 
lawns, flower beds and children kept the neighbors occupied 
with themselves.  Home was always neat and tidy, even the 
vegetable garden at the edge of the property that backed 
up to vast wood filled with tall evergreen trees was perfect-
ly aligned and well kept.  Rows of purple hull peas, green 
beans, carrots, cucumbers, tomatoes, okra, potatoes, cabbage, 
and onions in various stages of growth hung in resignation 
between dirt paths just wide enough for little feet to walk.  
Within the home, the children’s rooms were especially tidy. 
Outwardly, it appeared to be the kind of place to raise your 
kids.1
It is little wonder that home existed in the same town that 
fervently promoted a perversity known as the KKK.  Maybe 
the sickness took on different forms.  Home held no racism, 
but cruelty was regularly kicked back in a La-Z-Boy in the 
den watching family friendly sitcoms.  It is important to keep 
programming clean.  There are children present, after all.  
The homebodies put on pretty faces and attended the aver-
age church every time the doors were open, yet were never 
washed whiter than snow.  I suppose some folks wash with 
the wrong water.
Sanctuary
Joy Ashford
 1John, Elton. “Rocket Man.” By Elton John and Bernie.
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Imagine the solitary place now, because the solitary place is 
important.  Behind the home, the green grass rolls downhill 
into the forest.  At the forest’s edge, a well-worn but narrow 
path begins.  The path meanders through lush forest growth 
and sunlight makes beautiful geometric patterns through 
the tree limbs.  The birds sing and the wind dances with the 
leaves.  A brook is gurgling just ahead and the path ends at 
the brook.  Turning left and following the brook upstream 
leads to a large moss covered rock sitting beside a small 
waterfall.
It was upon this rock, in the latter part of the 1970s, where 
the youngest member of the average family repeatedly found 
sanctuary.  She was nine years old when she found it, eleven 
when they moved away.  If anyone had ever known of this 
place, they were gone because her solitude had not been 
disturbed by the outside world in all the time she sat there.  
It was here that the poison of this town and this family was 
diluted, where the insanity in which she lived was washed 
away by the right water.
Up until the age of seven, she lived down the road from 
extended family, and even though life was not perfect, there 
was some security in knowing you could reach grandparents, 
aunts, uncles, cousins if you needed them.  Her biological 
father was an alcoholic whose drunken abuse of Mom earned 
him exit papers.  Mom found a replacement not long after 
and, bless her heart, she is a really bad judge of character.  
Shortly after Mom and Step-Dad #1 became husband and 
wife, the kids were not only treated to a new officer in charge 
but were uprooted from their home to live far away from the 
security blanket of extended family.
Step-Dad was a forester by trade, a man’s man, but his 
greatest talent lay in knowing exactly enough verses from the 
Bible to justify being an ass.  Although the gospel according 
to Step-Dad #1 certainly had the potential to drive her away 
from anything even loosely associated with God, the little 
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girl had thankfully been blessed with discernment.  By that 
I mean she knew BS when she heard it.  This fool did more 
picking and choosing than a television evangelist preaching 
on tithing.  It always struck her as odd that Step-Dad #1 was 
in church every bit as often as herself, yet appeared to only 
know about five verses, his favorite being “spare the rod and 
spoil the child”.  She would have loved to share the verse 
about not embittering your children with him but chose hav-
ing a full set of teeth in her head to the pleasure of pointing 
out the inconsistencies in his arguments.  
That said, the most messed up part of the whole step-dad 
situation were his moments of normalcy.  She has good mem-
ories involving him.  There was the time he taught her how to 
water ski, an activity she thoroughly loved, and the ongoing 
joke about her favorite television show, Little House on the 
Prairie, where he referred to Laura as Buckwheat because 
she had buck teeth.  Ironically, the good memories only make 
the dysfunction all the more dysfunctional, like a twisted 
Jekyll and Hyde plot playing out in her living room.
For a time when she was grown and newly married, she had 
to ask her husband to please make sure that his belt didn’t 
make any noise when he was putting it on or taking it off 
because the sound sent shards of terror through her body.  
She knew it was completely illogical, that her husband was 
obviously not her step-father, but despite her best efforts at 
rationalizing with herself, the terror came every time she 
heard the jingle of the buckle or swoosh of leather against 
fabric.  Her husband had been her high school sweetheart, so 
he knew and understood.  
It was in that moment of asking that she realized what she 
had experienced growing up would need to be revisited if she 
intended to avoid dysfunction herself.  It is at this moment as 
she writes these words that she realizes her precious husband 
still puts on and removes his belt quietly.
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When she was 17, it was revealed by Step-Dad #2, call him 
Two, that the dishwasher they had always thought broken 
had simply been unhooked from the water line.  Step-Dad #1 
was fond of saying that he didn’t need a dishwasher when he 
already had three (mom and two step-daughters).  He was 
clever that way.  
Please do not get the impression that Two was being kind 
here.  He simply liked the inaccurate feeling of superiority, 
assuming that Step-Dad #1 did not know how to install a 
dishwasher.  Mom and her two daughters knew the truth of 
the situation, but as usual said nothing.  Two was in fact so 
dumber than a box of rocks and despicable, but that’s another 
story for another day.  
The two points to take away are: (1) Step-Dad #1 was still 
annoying the hell out of them long after he is gone and (2) if 
Mom was single for more than five minutes and there was 
a loser within a ten mile radius, Mom would find him and 
marry him.
It was likely such known insanity within her home that made 
the unknowns of the forest appeal to her.  The family had a 
wood burning heater in the basement of the average house 
that blew heat into the living area above during the colder 
months.  One day when collecting firewood from the wood pile 
at the forest’s border she noticed what could be a narrow path 
trailing through the woods.  After hurriedly getting the fire 
going and finishing her chores, she ran out to the path to ex-
plore the possibilities before her parents got home from work.  
She didn’t find the moss covered rock the first day.  That came 
after walking the stream a long distance in both directions 
and coming to the conclusion that the rock beside the small 
waterfall was the most beautiful and peaceful spot in the for-
est.  She loved it there, no one to intrude upon her solitude.
The sounds of the forest never frightened her.  Home fright-
ened her, but never the forest.  The trees, the water, the lush 
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green growth and the forest’s cheerful inhabitants accepted 
her as one of their own.  They spoke words of healing and 
sang songs of cheer, giving her rest and rejuvenation for her 
mind, body, soul and spirit.  More than anywhere else, much 
more than in a church pew, she felt the presence of something 
or someone greater here, huge but intimately connected in 
such a way that wasn’t scary or intimidating but kind and 
pure and loving.  The Divine would never make her feel less 
or beneath, but instead make her feel more and above, soar 
with her, encouraging her to soar higher and higher to 
freedom.  
Freedom.  Maybe the town did have a sickness, but the Divine 
did not abandon loved ones to it.  There is a saying that says 
God draws near to the brokenhearted.  Most probably take 
this to mean comfort in times of trouble, which is important 
and needed, but for her and prisoners before her it means 
more than that.  The Divine sets the prisoner free from with-
in.  Real freedom, the ultimate freedom that lives and thrives 
within mind and spirit, cannot be taken.  It soars high above 
the cruelty inflicted by humankind and rules the universe.  
The Divine is freedom and inhabits her soul.  
When, at around age 25, she finally said yes and gave the 
Divine full authority, this holy being healed her wounds, filled 
all the gaps in her soul with perfect love, and made her whole, 
a wholeness she did not know existed before it existed for her.
When she looks back over her life, she sees the Divine in 
many other places, but the forest was the launching point.  
The Divine wasn’t just the appearance of family, but was and 
is the real deal.  Even though she no longer physically visits 
her sanctuary in the forest, she can close her eyes and return 
there any time she wants, with every inch of the forest, its 
inhabitants, and the Divine perfectly clear and present.  The 
sanctuary, the Divine, and freedom are all knit into the fabric 
of her being so that they cannot be removed, securely present 
in her memories, in all of her present and in all of her future.
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I’m planted here—
I’ve taken root.
I’ve pretty petals
And a long, green shoot.
But bees buzz by
Without a care.
And I always think,
Well that’s not fair!
Why won’t that little 
Striped inspector 
Come and taste my
Sweet, sweet nectar?
And now I think
That I’m too shy
To attract those
Little passers-by.
If only I could 
Make a sound,
Or lift myself
From out the ground.
Planted
A. Friend
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But I’m planted here—
I’ve taken root. 
And I cannot speak,
For I am mute.
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Light as white and silent as the night rose.
The sky hid saddened by its mask.
The moon cried softly, “Am I heaven bound?”
The mournful sun spread its rays, trying to give,
But the moon was too proud and the sky too close.
“We are not the heroes of the story.”
Our façade, an advantageous story,
Drove well until we crashed and the truth rose.
Yes, it drove well until we ran too close
To a yellow draft that burned our masks,
Exploiting our truth. What was left to give?
Dignified moonlight was keeping them bound.
And so the moon aglow was prison bound
By her pride, too vast to tell the story,
Of how the moon and the sky could not give.
So sadness shook the moon and bile rose.
The moon tried to hide behind the sky’s mask,
Though the sky was singed, it swore it would stay close.
How the Moon and the Sky 
Fell Out of Love
Mari Williams
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The lover’s quarrel would soon come to close.
When the shattered glass hit the ground they would not be  
     bound.
The confines of their solar system would dissipate and remove 
     its mask,
Spilling hot white searing truths into the story.
Our love story died in a most aggressive manner, so unlike 
     a rose.
We were no longer each other’s to give.
The sky begged the moon for one last gift to give,
Forgiveness, and a door to open if one should close.
The moon looked up at the sky with the crux of a rose 
And said, “The beauty of our death will not die: 
     We are bound.”
The sky replied in hushed tones, “I will write our story
On my skin, leaving nothing but the corpse of our mask.”
I spray lavish mounds of perfume for your abounding smell 
     to mask.
Neither of us have kept our promise, we know not how to give.
The ground is soiled with the unwritten words of our story
Because we’re both unsure of how the chapter should close.
The only thing we know for sure is that the book will soon 
     be bound.
And as if to say one last goodbye, you’ll leave only a 
     withered rose.
So the moon and the sky live in separate realms, though 
     always to be bound.
And though their hearts have broken, they’ll find elation 
     in the close.
And though they’ll never know it: from the ashes it was 
     they the heroes that rose.
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When I regard the short and sweet,
That perfect crossroad given life--
And since the two so seldom meet--
I like to stop and stay awhile.
 
For what observer could protest
To cherishing a fleeting thing,
And wishing it to halt and rest,
To hold it up and hear it sing?
 
But recognize its fading glow,
That moment one’s excitement peaks,
Then turn around and let it go.
Only then will it truly speak
To show the lucky few a spark
Made more perfect by the dark.
Short and Sweet
James Roper
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My thighs are two conjoined twins,
Who have never quite learned to be separate.
They love each other just a little too much,
Spending too much time in close proximity.
They whisper sweetly,
The brush of cloth against cloth,
Almost exactly like caressing fingers meeting,
Their love cemented in layers of adipose,
Their closeness hurting only me,
Leaving whelps behind them
Like initials carved into the bark of my skin,
And as much as I would like to force them apart,
I cannot.
Trust me,
 I have tried.
Because there is nothing worse than entangled lovers,
Clinging to each other in Alabama heat.
Because there is no mountain high enough,
No valley low enough,
No river wide enough
To keep my thighs from getting 
Hot and heavy underneath this skirt.
Taking it to first base, 
Starting off slowly,
Second base,
Getting closer,
Thighs
Sherree Weakley
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Third base, 
Almost there,
Fourth base, 
Taking it home.
And I’m asking them to back the fuck up,
Give a sister a break.
Because there is only so much lovin’ my body can handle
And right now, these thighs are using it all up
Before any of my other body parts have a chance.
And I am asking,
Not for an end, but for a sabbatical.
Because, a few months from now,
When winter comes,
I’ll be grateful for the extra friction.
But, at least, for now,
I could really do without the chafing.
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Every night her mouth holds the same curve—dry, artificial, 
and appropriate. The sound of the opening door is the trigger 
for her lips to curve a standardized smile for customers. Up 
until this very moment her brain was drowning in last night’s 
breakup fight, but as soon as the door opens, the hostess can 
wear her smile-mask, without anyone noticing, even herself. 
“How are you doing today?” she asks. Every articulation is 
pale, without passion and concern; everything is just routine. 
She stands behind the wooden front desk under the dim light, 
which blurs her features. Her face is expressionless. No mat-
ter whether frowning or smiling, to her, it is a waste of energy. 
Every night, she does her job following this same program: 
she greets all customers with the smile, gets a number from 
them with the smile, leads them to their seats with the smile, 
and then she relaxes her face to expressionlessness as soon as 
she turns her back on people.
Behind the desk, the program of the job and she herself seem 
monotonous. Only the expression of her face switches from 
one to the other. “You all have a good night!” her voice will 
accompany customers when they step out. She sends the same 
blessing countlessly; her ears get bored by their stereotypical 
“you too.” 
The Hostess
Yidan Zhang
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When she found that she was going to work day-time hours on 
her new schedule, she simply gave it a scornful look and jot-
ted down the time. “It’s no big deal,” she murmured. To her it 
is the same job so she could simply implement her “program.” 
Even the blinding sunshine won’t affect the gloomy inside of 
the restaurant. There were not as many customers in the day 
time; sporadic guests came in and brought little expression to 
her face. 
“How are you doing today?” she asked when the man came in. 
He apparently had a bad night. The bags under his eyes were 
dark and dangling, and his improperly shaved stubble stuck 
on his chin. But his eyes seemed to be ignited when he heard 
her greeting. 
“Bad,” he avoided her surprised round eyes. She halted there 
since she suddenly did not know how to reply. Her reaction 
quenched the desperate spark in his eyes, and the remaining 
smoke of fire formed into anger.
“Hypocrite! Acting like you care!” he shouted. Before she could 
digest what had just happened, the man had gone without a 
shadow remaining. 
She froze there for a second and then smiled, even when there 
were no people coming in.
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The music store was a small white building, in an even 
smaller town. Most people didn’t even notice the sign saying 
“Maxine’s Music” as they drove by. There was a decent-sized 
room above the shop where Ray and his high school buddies 
held their “garage band” practices on weekends. They touted 
themselves as a southern rock band, and called themselves 
“The Moonshiner’s”. 
During the weekdays Ray’s mother, Maxine, taught piano 
lessons in the front portion of the room. She had painted the 
walls a sunny yellow, which was a little too bright for the 
band. Ray hung a sheet between the piano and the rest of the 
room, in order to make the space in the back of the room more 
suitable to the band. They hung posters of Lynyrd Skynyrd, 
The Charlie Daniel’s Band, Hank Williams Jr., and The All-
man Brothers Band. Under the posters were the band’s three 
guitars, a bass, and a drum set. They actually played a few 
gigs at the high school they attended, but as so often happens, 
graduation separated the guys as they each went off to college 
or found jobs.
The shop itself was only two rooms packed full of new and 
used instruments. The walls in the front room were lined with 
Yamahas, Gibsons, Fenders, as well as other miscellaneous 
brand guitars. There were banjos, keyboards, mandolins, steel 
guitars and amps. If Ray’s mom didn’t have an item that a 
Ray of Hope
Melissa Martin
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customer needed, she could always order it. The real trea-
sures were stored in the back room where the old gang would 
play on the weekends. It seemed every corner of that room 
contained worn treasures that had seen better days, yet were 
still salvageable. 
Sometimes, collectors shopped the back room for antique in-
struments. One customer, Jim, visited monthly to see if there 
were any new acquisitions of vintage instruments.
If you entered the back room on a Friday or Saturday night 
you would see tendrils of smoke coming from Uncle Charlie’s 
pipe, while Bob Gentry smoked his Pall Mall’s. Chester and 
Marty, would be there too sipping their sweet tea or drinking 
coffee while one of them told a story – usually a tall tale that 
elicited chuckles from everyone –  that no one really believed. 
Bob typically had a fish story that included him breaking a re-
cord fishing off the Pickwick Dam. You might even hear Marty 
spin a yarn about killing a cougar, which are occasionally seen 
in the dense miles of timber outside of town. 
Charlie played a mandolin, and Bob played an arch top banjo 
that was so worn, you could see through the paper thin skin 
of the canvas. There was a smear of black where the oils from 
his fingers had accumulated over the years. It was a miracle 
that it hadn’t already busted. Chester played a Gibson bass 
guitar, Marty played a vintage fiddle, and Ben would sing 
lonesome southern blues. Customers and other music lovers 
could join in the jam session or just sit around talking and en-
joying the music. Maxine loved the company, especially since 
Dan died.
***
Uncle Charlie had been the first one to call him two years ago 
when Ray’s father, Dan, had died of a heart attack. Ray lived 
in Chicago and hadn’t been home in over a year. He’d been 
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tied up in a litigation suit against Bosco Industries for emit-
ting toxic waste. It was an extremely high profile case and 
there had been several diagnosis of liver cancer within a ten 
mile radius of the factory. He did return home for his father’s 
funeral and was able to spend a few days with his mother 
before returning to Chicago. 
At the funeral, he had felt like he was stuck in slow motion, 
as friends and family shook his hand or hugged him. He 
couldn’t remember what most people said, he just knew it was 
the standard “sorry for your loss.” There were so many people 
there -- as is common in small towns, where practically every-
one knows everyone else. After the grave-side service, with 
his head feeling foggy, he only vaguely remembered that a few 
of his old high school classmates were there, but he couldn’t 
really place any of the faces or register any names.
After the funeral, he had escorted his mother home and spent 
a couple of nights with her before returning to Chicago. They 
reminisced about old memories of his dad and his childhood. 
Like the time they all went camping when Ray was eight. He 
had to go relieve himself behind a thicket of trees, and came 
running back to the tent screaming, “I saw a coyote! It’s right 
behind me!” His dad started laughing and pointed out it was 
Uncle Charlie’s mutt from up the road. 
The  night before he was to leave his mother put her head 
down and got quiet for a moment before she told him, “You 
know, I never told you how you got your name. I thought you 
might think it’s silly, but I want you to know.” 
 
     “You see, before I had you I suffered two miscarriages. I 
prayed for God to give me a child, but Dr. Morris urged me 
not to try again. I just couldn’t give up. Finally, I was preg-
nant again, but your birth was a hard one. Six months of 
nausea and two months of bed rest led to a C-section. When 
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I first held your tiny, six pound form in my arms, I said, ‘He’s 
my ray of hope. That’s what I’ll call him. Ray.’”
Your father just chuckled and said, “He’ll be a fine young man 
someday.”
Ray hugged his mother then, and said. “I love you mom.”
***
Later, when he was back in Chicago, he couldn’t get the image 
of his mother out of his head - the way his diminutive mother 
had clung to him - her gray eyes imploring, when he had to 
say goodbye. The way his rumpled collar had collected her 
silent tears. He had kissed her wrinkled face before he turned 
to walk to his car. Had she looked this old the last time he 
saw her? As he reached his Bentley Mulsanne, he looked back 
to see his mom’s shoulders shaking with each silent sob. Ray 
promised to return in a few months for a visit. That was a 
nine months ago. 
Uncle Charlie was the one that called him this time as well, 
reporting that his mother had been diagnosed with lung 
cancer. 
     “Ray, I think you better come home. Your mom has been 
having breathing problems and the doctors say that she has 
lung cancer.”
     “What? But she’s never even smoked in her life!”
     “Well son, it happens. Fortunately, it’s stage one and seems 
to be located as a single mass in her left lung. The surgeon 
thinks it can be safely removed. They want to give her a cou-
ple of rounds of chemotherapy just to be safe.”
Oh, dear God, no! Ray didn’t hesitate. “I’ll be there as soon as 
I can get away. I’ll ask for a leave of absence tomorrow.”  Even 
with a promising prognosis, Ray was terrified. He had already 
lost his dad, and now his mother was seriously ill. He couldn’t 
stand the thought of losing her too. 
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Five days later when he rolled into town, he stopped at the 
Music store his parents had owned for over forty years. Even 
though his mom was getting on in years, she couldn’t bear 
the thought of closing shop. A few years ago she did have to 
quit giving piano lessons when her fingers had succumbed to 
the merciless twisting of rheumatoid arthritis. Ray knew that 
playing piano was his mom’s passion, and that it must have 
been torture for her to no longer be able play.
When he opened the door to the music shop, he heard the 
jingle of the bell his mother had tied to the inside of the clear, 
glass door. As he entered he was greeted by familiar faces. 
Uncle Charlie embraced him in a hug and stammered, 
     “I’m sorry Ray. I hate that you’ve had to come home for 
another tragedy, but I’m sure glad to see you. It’s too late to 
visit the hospital tonight and I know you drove a long way, so 
come sit down. Coffee?”
     “Thanks Charlie. I know it’s hard on you too. You lost your 
brother when dad died, and I know you’re close to mom too.” 
Chester, Bob, and Ben had been in the middle of B.B. King’s, 
The Thrill is gone. They stopped playing and gathered Ray 
welcoming him home. 
     “I want to thank you guys for looking after my mother 
while I was gone.”
     “You know we would do anything for that woman.” Ben 
continued, “She has a big heart and has always been there for 
anyone who needed it. We could do no less.”
Ray told the fellas that he was indeed tired, and after finish-
ing his cup of coffee, he went to his family home behind the 
shop to get some sleep. In the corner of the living room sat 
a small television where his mom could watch her favorite 
show, The Family Feud; and keep an eye on the weather. He 
had offered to buy his mom a larger, thin screen t.v., but she 
had insisted that her 19 inch was just fine. 
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***
The sky blue walls were decorated with family pictures that 
included every milestone of his life. He gazed at the family 
photos on the wall and wondered how time had slipped by 
so fast. It seemed that time grew shorter with each passing 
year. He peered at the photo of himself and his Dad fishing. 
He was about twelve when he caught a fifteen pound catfish. 
There was a family photo--all smiles-- that had been taken at 
a church picnic. The memories that flooded back were bitter-
sweet.
He saw the old oak table in the kitchen where she always sat 
to drink coffee and read the local newspaper. He even spotted 
the graffiti embellished on the side of the table, where years 
ago he had carved Ray + Eliza with a lopsided heart. He re-
membered that his mom saw it, but never scolded him for it. 
He noticed the refrigerator was covered in old news articles, 
and photos pinned beneath those silly fruit themed magnets. 
He was surprised that there weren’t ABC magnets as well. He 
remembered sitting at this table working on a science project 
that went awry. It was one of those home-made volcanos that 
ended up erupting, before he managed to get it to school.
As he peered into the bedroom his mom and dad had shared, 
he saw that her Bible still sat on the nightstand beside her 
quilt covered bed. Her bedroom window looked out at the 
backyard where he used to play, as she kept an eye on him. 
She had always loved to look out at her flowerbeds in the 
spring and summer. He could still recall the smell of the lilac 
bushes that graced the fence row. Nothing had changed in the 
room since his father had died. She had even kept his wallet 
and watch on the nightstand where his dad always placed 
them at night. 
Ray opened the closet door, and there were all of his dad’s 
clothes. There were a couple of church suits and mostly bib 
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overalls. His mother had not yet been able to part with any of 
his things. 
He knew that she was still mourning.  He also knew all too 
well that grief is a ghost that sometimes hides under the bed 
at night, and one would do well to keep it there. Maybe, that 
was why his mother didn’t want to change things. Maybe she 
just wanted to keep her grief locked up inside that one room. 
Maybe she was afraid to share her grief - afraid that the ghost 
she clung to, would disappear forever. 
***
Ray settled into his old room. Of course, nothing was changed 
in there either. His mom had kept all of his baseball trophies, 
arranged by date on the shelves of a tall bookcase. There was 
his old baseball mitt, still smelling of the oil that penetrated 
the leather. The lacings were tattered from all the years he 
had used it. It was one of the things he had felt was a lucky 
charm. He smiled at the old photographs stuck into the edges 
of a large mirror. He saw the laughing faces of his childhood 
friends that were busy doing something fun during the lazy 
days of  Summer. There was on that old tire swing that swept 
out over the Uncle Charlie’s pond. 
A big smile spread across his face as he glanced down upon a 
teenage girl in a swimsuit lying on the deck of a boat house. 
She had kind eyes that were almost lavender in color, and 
long sun bleached, blonde hair. Eliza. That was her name, the 
same name carved into the kitchen table – and oh, I had such 
a crush on her. 
He tried to recount how many years had passed since he had 
last seen her. Was it since junior high? No…it was right before 
I went away to college. A memory unfolded. They had sat 
on a bench in the park talking about their futures. Ray had 
told her his plan to become a lawyer, and she had shared her 
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dream of getting married and having kids. She wanted a nice 
house with a big back yard. Yeah, like that was original. She 
had married a classmate a couple of years after high school 
graduation. Now, he remembered that his mother had told 
him Eliza’s husband had joined the Army and died while in 
the service, just a few years after their marriage. They had 
never had any children.
***
This made him think about when he left for Chicago. He’d 
wanted to feel the excitement of a big city. Once there, the 
tall, close set buildings had made him feel like a tiny ant 
scurrying through the tunnels of a giant ant hill. He eventu-
ally had become accustomed to taking a taxi everywhere he 
went to avoid driving in the slow, snarling traffic. Eventually, 
he began to lose his enthusiasm for the big city. Although he 
made decent money, he had never bought a home. Instead, 
he rented a fancy apartment on the twenty-first floor of the 
North Water Apartments that were situated above the Loews 
Hotel. He had a nice view of Lake Michigan. He often drank a 
few beers as he gazed out his windows looking down on the 
serenity of the lake view, or even the mesmerizing choppy 
waves when the water was rough. 
He went on the occasional date, but had never felt a con-
nection to anyone. Even his job eventually lost some of its 
luster. He was forty years old and didn’t even have a steady 
girlfriend. All of his childhood friends were either married or 
divorced, but most of them had at least experienced one or 
the other. He chalked up his lack of an actual girlfriend to the 
fact that he was always busy with his work at Hoffenheimer’s 
law firm. He had grown weary of his lengthy court cases, but 
would soon make partner. This was the reason he continued 
to stay there.
***
Ray decided it was time to go to sleep so he could shake off 
the tense trip home. He wasn’t sure that he would sleep well 
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though. His mother’s illness weighed heavily on his mind. He 
set the alarm for seven-thirty and turned over to turn off the 
bedside lamp. When he was fast asleep he began to dream. 
He dreamed about the time his parents had taken him to a 
carnival. He had to ride most of the rides by himself because 
neither of his parents were fond of heights and they had no 
intention of riding the scrambler with its spinning bucket 
seats. He had seen Eliza there and they shared corn-dogs and 
cotton candy.  
When the alarmed bleated loudly, he begrudgingly rolled 
over and silenced it. His mind was fuzzy, but he still vaguely 
remembered his dream. Why did I dream that? Why about 
Eliza? It must be because I saw the carving on the table and 
her photo on the dresser mirror.
He stumbled to the bathroom where he relieved himself and 
then looked at his face in the mirror. He had two days growth 
of stubble and wanted to be clean shaven for his mother. As he 
shaved, he thought about breakfast. His mom had always 
rose early to make breakfast. It was usually biscuits, gravy, 
and eggs. He looked in the refrigerator and saw that it was 
stocked, so he took it upon himself to scramble a few eggs and 
butter some toast.
As he sat in the sunny kitchen eating and drinking some bit-
ter coffee, he looked out at the back yard. The neighbor’s cat 
was trying to catch a bird, but finally gave up and lay beneath 
the old lilac bush. Finally, Ray showered and headed to the 
hospital to see his mother. He stopped and asked a pretty 
nurse what room his mother was in. She led him down the 
corridor to room 327. His dozing mother opened her eyes at 
the sound of the door opening. 
     “Ray, is that you? Get over here and give your mother a 
hug.” Ray leaned over and kissed his mother’s forehead. “Hi 
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mom, how do you feel? Are they taking good care of you?” 
     “Yes, they have taken good care of me. I don’t even mind 
the food.” Ray glanced at the tray of breakfast food on the roll-
ing table. It contained raisin bran, milk, some kind of green 
jello, and some black coffee. Yuck.
A smile spread across his mother’s face. She asked, “Do you 
remember Eliza? You two had classes together in high school. 
She has been my day nurse. After a few moments Ray recog-
nized her. He knew she was smart, but didn’t know she had 
become a nurse. Even though many years had passed, she had 
only grown prettier. She still had that sun-kissed hair, but it 
was cut in a bob. It only served to flatter her even more. He 
even noticed the light mauve lipstick.
 “Hi Ray, how have you been? I haven’t seen you since 
your father’s funeral. “I heard that you were a successful 
lawyer up north in Chicago.” She was at the funeral? Ray 
searched his mind. The lady that had placed a single rose 
on my father’s casket before it was lowered into the damp 
ground. That was her.
     “I guess you could say that.” He chuckled before adding, 
“I didn’t know you had become a nurse. Mom is lucky to have 
you taking care of her while she’s here.”
     “Well, your mother is a true southern belle.” I’ve visit-
ed her home frequently over the past few years. Ever since 
Blaine died. You remember Blaine don’t you? Your mother and 
I share a cup of coffee every now and then and have us some 
‘girl talk’. We even go shopping every once in a while.”
     “Wow, mom never told me that. I guess she likes to keep 
secrets.” 
His mom laughed and said, “Well, girls have to keep some 
secrets. You men wouldn’t understand.”
     “You are probably right about that. I’m not sure I would 
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want to know,” Ray said, while a grin danced across his face.   
“So when can I bust you out of this place?” Eliza explained 
that Ray’s mother would be able to go home tomorrow and 
that the surgery was set for next week. Then the rounds of 
chemotherapy would be determined. 
     “Why don’t you two go and get some coffee on your break, 
Eliza?” Ray’s mother said with a mischievous look on her face.
Eliza blushed and said, “Give me twenty minutes and I 
should be able to go down to the cafeteria with you.” 
     “Sounds great. I’d like to catch up with you a little.”
His mom added, “Why don’t you come over for dinner tomor-
row? We can order in, unless Ray wants to cook.” At this, all 
three of them laughed. I forgot about those adorable laughing 
dimples. 
***
He picked his mother up the next morning and once home, 
settled her in the recliner with a blanket tucked around her. 
“I’m going to go get us some Chinese take-out. I’ll be back in a 
few minutes. As he was leaving, Eliza pulled up. 
Ray explained he was going to get food. 
     “That’s fine, I’ll go sit with your mother.”
Over some sweet and sour chicken, Ray and Eliza filled each 
other in on where their lives had taken them. After dinner, 
the two of them sat outside on the back porch swing. Hesi-
tantly, Eliza spoke. “You know Ray, James Beckham is looking 
for someone to join his law office. It’s not exactly a big-time 
law firm, but he has taken on so many clients, that he is 
ready to expand.”
     “I never really thought about moving back home. That 
is, not until recently. I know it’s been hard on Mom lately. 
Especially, now with this cancer. I feel bad about being so far 
away.”
“Are you happy there?”
“I thought I was. I was so ready to leave this hick town and 
thrive in a big city. I thought that prestige and money would 
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at least make me comfortable. But lately, I’ve been feeling 
stressed all the time, and well, I guess I’ve been a little lonely 
and homesick. I’m not sure what to do, but my mom is my 
first concern.”
     “I know your mom misses you. She talks about you all the 
time. She’s lonely, that’s why I try to visit her often. Don’t get 
me wrong, she is so proud of you, but she just feels so isolated 
in this house all alone.” Ray replied, “It looks like I have some 
thinking to do.”
Over the next few weeks, he thought hard about what he 
really wanted. He had dinner with Eliza more than a few 
times. His mother asked him if the law firm would fire him for 
taking so much time off from work. 
     “It’s okay mom. I haven’t had much time off in a very long 
time. They’ll live.”
 Maybe, I should give James a call.
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When I was six years old, I liked to stare up at the white, 
stone statue of Jesus just outside the church doors. His feet 
were at my eye level, raised up by the round stone base of the 
statue. My father told me the holes in his feet were because 
of man’s sin. The statue held his arms open, palms facing the 
sky. When it rained water would puddle in his hands and then 
drip down for days after. My mother told me that he’d always 
be there if I believed. But I’d never met him in person, so I 
opened my children’s bible to read the story of Noah and I 
prayed a little harder. 
When I was ten, my father told me I’d grow up to become a 
mother, and I’d have to teach my children how to love Jesus. 
So he bought me a real bible. In gold, cursive lettering in-
dented in the black leather, it said “Jennifer Sue Douglass.” 
He reminded me that wouldn’t always be my name, but I’d 
always be his daughter. I highlighted all the words about 
motherhood.
When I was thirteen, I fell in love with a boy who didn’t know 
Jesus. I thought I would save him. But I liked the way he 
kissed me under the trees, in the orchard, when I snuck out at 
night. I hid my bible under my bed.
At His Feet
Brooke Ashley
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 When I was fifteen, I walked alone into a clinic. I highlight-
ed the passages in my bible that said I was going to hell and 
prayed for forgiveness. 
When I was sixteen, I met a boy I thought I would marry. We 
read the bible together at the park near the church. My father 
thought we were safe under the stone white eyes of Jesus.
When I was seventeen, my father caught us in carnal sin. I 
packed my clothes, some art supplies and my bible in a grey 
gym bag before my father shut his front door. 
When I was twenty, I stared up again at the statue of Jesus 
with his arms outstretched, paint eroded from dirty rains. I 
left my bible on the base near his feet.
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      I am Wicked, in castle black,
Guarded by troops should you attack,
Troops I control with darkest spell,
Winged pets that cause my prey to pale
For fear of me in castle black.
Here stands my prey; her voice, it cracks,
Denies she stole and won’t give back!
Give me my slippers, Dorothy Gale!
 I am Wicked.
Surrender now in castle black.
What’s that you hold behind your back?
You wretched girl!  A water pail!
Who could have guessed you’d tip the scale?
Justice served to my heart of black.
 I am Wicked.
I Am Wicked
Joy Ashford
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It’s a timeless quandary: Is there such a thing as fate?  Is 
there such a thing as destiny?  I don’t know.  I’d love to be the 
one to give a definitive answer, but, at this point, it really is 
just a matter of opinion.  Nonetheless, it is still a relevant and 
important topic that should continue to be debated.  Although 
I’m still on the fence, I have encountered numerous instances 
in which I found myself pondering the aforementioned quan-
dary. Perhaps the most significant instance was when I was a 
child. 
On September 11, 2001, the United States fell victim to a 
number of terrorist attacks.  Most notably, two hijacked 
airliners crashed into the World Trade Center and felled the 
Twin Towers.  I remember my father taking me home from 
school that day due to fear of subsequent attacks.  I was only 
in first grade, but I can remember seeing the footage on the 
TV in my living room.  Debris, fire, and people littered the 
wreckage.  I couldn’t quite fathom the events that transpired 
at that particular moment in my life, but looking back on it 
years later, I realize the importance of the whole situation 
and its residual effects.  It was a savage attack on both our 
country and, most importantly, our patriotism.  It must have 
been fate, then, that just a few months after that fateful day, 
the New England Patriots would go on to win the Super Bowl.
Fate and Patriotism
A. Friend
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At six years old, the significance was lost on me.  I just the 
liked the Patriots’ colors—red, white, and blue.  But what 
happened that year in America was truly remarkable.  The 
Patriots franchise prior to that year, for the majority of their 
existence, was a perennial failure.  They suffered losing 
season after losing season.  But perhaps it was fated for the 
Patriots to hire Bill Belichick just a year prior to 9/11 and 
their Super Bowl victory.  And it must have been fate that 
the Patriots would take a chance on a lanky, unimpressive 
quarterback named Tom Brady late in the 2000 NFL draft.  It 
must have also been fate that their star quarterback would go 
down with an injury, thus thrusting the lanky, young Brady 
onto the field just weeks before the terror attacks.  
The Patriots’ trials and successes that year very much mir-
rored the events that transpired in the United States of 
America.  Both had new leaders.  Both suffered devastating 
attacks—the towers falling, and the Patriots’ star quarterback 
falling to injury.  But something remarkable happened: they 
each became stronger.  The United States came together like 
it never had before—united together against all odds.  So too 
did the Patriots become stronger—strong enough to make a 
run for the greatest achievement in all of sports.  But neither 
journeys were easy.  The U.S. was still clearing away the rub-
ble at the time of the Super Bowl.  The Patriots were the un-
derdogs that year to the high-powered St. Louis Rams.  With 
under two minutes left to play in the game, with the game on 
the line, the lanky Tom Brady led his team on a game winning 
drive in one of the greatest upsets in Super Bowl history.  
It’s just funny to me.  Both the Patriots and the United States 
had been knocked down that previous year, but they were 
never out.  Just as the U.S. emerged from the rubble as a 
stronger nation, so too did the Patriots emerge stronger that 
year.  You see, they can mock you and attack you. They can 
shake your foundations and penetrate your defenses. They 
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can break you down and blast you. But they can’t take away 
your heart.  They can never, ever take away your heart.  
I remember Adam Vinatieri kicking that final field goal to 
beat the Rams.  I remember the confetti falling and the play-
ers rejoicing and the trophy being hoisted high into the air.  I 
remember the Patriots owner, Robert Kraft, exclaiming “To-
day, we are all Patriots.”  I don’t know for sure if fate exists, 
but stories like that sure make it hard to argue against.
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We were very curious in our younger years.  All exploring 
different vices to achieve the perfect adrenaline rush.
Ronnie never went further than grass.  He loved a good down-
er.  Jim Beam proved to be his closest friend. That cirrhosis 
diagnosis came as a shock.
Donnie needed a bit more.  For his fix a consultation with a 
physician was imperative.  Luckily his best friend was a Doc-
tor.  Multiple stays at the halfway home did little to reform 
him.  At the age of Forty-two, he found out the hard way that 
a driver’s seat is not a good place to sleep.  Luckily, the person 
pushing his wheelchair is always well-rested.
Johnny had an insatiable desire for excess.  No substance 
could send him on the trip for which he yearned. That is, until 
he discovered the needle and the spoon.  That little concoction 
consumed him. Unfortunately the home he broke into was 
owned by a well-armed man. That fateful night was his nine-
teenth birthday. 
 
Looking back, those were some fast times at Collier High.  
Unfortunately, we could never outrun them.
Fast Times
Blake Huffman
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“It’s a great starter home for new couples! Spacious, great   
     school district,
all it needs is a little renovation.” It’s over one hundred years 
     old, creaky, 
and right next to a school so twice a day the driveway is a 
     never ending red light.
Four bedrooms and two bathrooms for four people, two 
     dogs, and a cat 
whose meow is more likely to be heard as a rusty hinge than 
     sign of affection.
My brother and I see windows to sneak out of and the 
     time spent away from
here. My mother sees the Christmas tree displayed in the 
     bay window, proclaiming 
to the world that her lights are bright but her family is 
     brighter. My father sees the grass to cut and the walls to  
     paint and the roof to shingle and his hands guide 
his mind like his mouth never could.
4th Street
Stevie Morris
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White walls and empty spaces fulfill us in a way that no 
     “How was your day?” 
ever could. Slowly we start to belong to each other and this 
     house instead of ourselves
and our worries. So my brother spends time sneaking into 
     bars, and my mother spends time
displaying lights, and my father spends time painting walls. 
     And when we are done, we spend 
time at our table comparing stories like we never left at all.
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Why does anybody do anything?  I’ve asked myself this ques-
tion a lot.  Wouldn’t life be much more enjoyable if we all just 
did what we wanted?  I think I would be happier if I could just 
sit around all day and play Batman: Arkham Knight.  Any 
video game, really—just spend my days immersed in a world 
much more exciting than the one in which I currently dwell.  
The only problem is that these worlds cost money—sixty 
bucks a pop.  And Mom and Dad didn’t think it was in my best 
interest to buy me whatever games I wanted.  “If you want to 
blow money on silly fantasies, it’ll be yours, not mine!” Dad 
belched at me one day.  So, I decided to look for a job.
***
It was July when I got the call.
     “Eric Freed?” said the voice emitting from my cell phone.
     “Why, yes my good man, this is he,” I responded elegantly 
for some reason. 
     “Hi, Eric, my name is Don—I’m head of personnel hear at 
Will-Mart.  I understand you’re looking for a job this sum-
mer?”
     “Yes sir.  That’s correct.”
     “Well, it just so happens that we at Will-Mart have a job 
opening right now. It’s a part-time truck unloader with a 4:00 
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. shift.  The pay is nine dollars an hour.  Are 
you interested?”
     
Unloader
A. Friend
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1:00 a.m.? That sucks. But at nine dollars an hour I could 
have enough for a few new games in no time!  
     “Indeed—I certainly am!”
     “Great!  Just come by on Wednesday and we’ll have an in-
terview.  Be sure to wear khakis and a dark purple shirt—per 
Will-Mart policy!”
     “Yes sir. Thank you!”
A couple of days passed and it was time for the interview.  I 
walked up to the sliding doors and moved my hands like a 
Jedi as they opened.  I strolled to the back of the store and 
waited patiently for my interviewers to come and take me 
away.  There were three of them—Phil, Steve, and Mary.  
They were all clad in dark purple, the only difference being 
that Steve had grease stains on his sleeves and pants—ob-
viously a member of the automotive team.  Mary was short, 
pudgy, and had short hair the color of strained peaches.  Along 
with her dark purple shirt, she wore large, thick-rimmed 
glasses and a ridiculously fake smile on her face.  Phil, obvi-
ously a manager, had the appearance of a pristine, mint-in-
box Mr. Spock doll (sorry, action figure).  
We entered a small dungeon-like quadrant in the backroom 
where my interrogation began.  They questioned me one at a 
time, beginning with Mary.
     “So, Aaron--”
     “It’s Eric.”
     “Right, sorry, Eric.  Let’s just start with some ice-breaker 
questions: What’s your favorite color?”
     Blue. “Dark purple.”
     “What’s your favorite food?”
     Pizza. “Pretty much any Excellent Value product.”
     “Interesting…” Mary concluded, making notes in her Ex-
cellent Value notebook.  Steve—who had been rolling his eyes 
at each of Mary’s questions—decided to cut-in and begin his 
line of questioning a bit earlier than expected.
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     “Okay, Eric, let’s change directions with our questions 
a bit.  If a customer’s vehicle has been over-heating when 
idling—you know, when in neutral at a stop light or parked—
is it more likely to be a problem with a lack of water or cool-
ant in the radiator, or a problem with internal temperature 
regulation caused by a malfunctioning thermostat? …… Take 
your time.”
You realize I plan on unloading trucks, right?!  Not diagnosing 
vehicular colds!  “Uh, well—eh-hem—it’s obviously a problem 
with the, uh…”  Just flip a coin already!  “Yeah, it’s obviously 
a problem involving the, uh, thermostat.”
     “Very good.”
Sarcasm?
     “Well, I think I’m done here.”
Apparently so…
Finally, it was Mr. Spock’s turn to interrogate.  He shuffled 
his papers exhaustively, cleared his throat, straightened his 
light purple bow-tie (What a weenie.), and began.
     “Mr. Freed, I believe it’s time we get down to the brass 
tacks of the interview.  Please answer the following questions 
appropriately.”
Oh crap.
     “Within this company, to whom shall you pledge your alle-
giance?”
Oh-ho, these questions, huh?  I know how to answer these.
     “The customer.”
Well, that was pretty much all it took.  I got the job. 
Apparently I passed with flying colors (various shades of pur-
ple, if I had my guess).  They told me to report back on Mon-
day for “computer based learning and subsequent training.”  
Basically, the training involved sitting at a computer for ten 
hours whilst a monotone voice yammered on about “delighting 
the customer” and “avoiding offensive language.”  
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After completing such a joyous event, it was time to begin my 
on-the-job training.  I was instructed to go to the portion of 
the backroom commonly known as “the dance floor” to meet 
the unloader team, including my supervisor, Jim—an African 
American man with a jolly face and belly that could rival that 
of Santa.
“Hey, Eric, welcome to the team.  Let me introduce you to ev-
eryone,” said Jim, pushing up his spectacles.  There were five 
of them: Ryan, Cory, Dedrick, Sandra, and Quintarious.  Ryan 
was ex-military, his head still peeled after five years of being 
inactive—his pasty complexion and mustache-goatee combo 
made him appear more like a super villain than a protector of 
the country.  Cory was about a year younger than me—nine-
teen—brandishing a face similar to that of an anthropomor-
phic mouse, with long brown hair and eyes the color of freshly 
cut grass.  Dedrick walked with the confidence of a six-foot-
tall football player, but in reality held a closer resemblance 
to a member of the Lollipop Guild.  Sandra was like an Edith 
Pearlman protagonist come to life—she was a widow of about 
fifty, with crystal blue eyes and silvery hair.  Finally, there 
was Quintarious—a young man in his mid-twenties with hip-
ster glasses, an afro, and a slight limp.  They all smiled and 
shook my hand.  They seemed like good people.
     
“Okay, Eric, it’s time to get to work.  Before the truck arrives, 
it’s our job to set-up the dance floor.  Basically all we have to 
do is lay out the pallets and carts—aligning them with the 
proper department number,” said Jim, again pushing up his 
spectacles.
     “Right. Sounds simple enough,” I responded.
     “Now the set-up for the dance floor will change depending 
on which bay the truck arrives at.  We know that the truck 
will be in bay three today, so let me show you the layout.”  
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Jim pulled over a stack of blue, wooden pallets and began 
throwing them down—each one thundering on the concrete 
louder than the last.  
     “Department thirteen is chemicals, four is paper, nine is 
sporting goods, seven is toys, eleven and twelve are hard-
ware, fourteen and seventy-four are housewares, ten is 
automotive, twenty and twenty-two are domestics, seventeen 
is a little confusing—some items go to domestics, others go 
to furniture along with seventy-one, twenty-three through 
thirty-four are apparel—be sure to separate star freight from 
non-star freight in this department, five and seventy-two and 
eighty-seven are electronics, seventy-nine is infants, eight is 
pet supplies, nineteen and fifty-two and forty-four are crafts, 
eighty-two is as-seen-on-TV, and ninety-two and ninety-five 
are grocery—these have to be separated by aisle number.  
Oh, I almost forgot: two is health and beauty products like 
toothpaste, shampoo, deodorant, shaving supplies and soap, 
and forty-six is cosmetics, and forty is pharmacy. …. Well, the 
truck’s here.  Think you got it?”
I’d like to go home now.  “Yeah, I pretty much got it.”
     
     “Don’t worry, it’s not as bad as it sounds.  Besides, you’re 
gonna be throwing the truck today—which means you’ll be 
inside the truck placing each item on the conveyer line as fast 
as you can.  It’s a twenty-four hundred piece truck, so good 
luck!” Jim said with a chuckle, giving me a hearty 
slap on the back.
I walked over to the bay and opened the truck door—reveal-
ing a mountain of brown boxes of various shapes and sizes.  
I reached in and plucked out a tiny box, in turn causing an 
avalanche which plowed me over and sent boxes flying ev-
erywhere.  It was as if Donkey Kong had unleashed a flurry 
of debris upon me, the unsuspecting plumber—resulting in a 
resounding “GAME OVER.”
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Quintarious turned quickly and launched into a barrage of 
expletives—something I soon realized was the norm while 
working in the backroom.  Apparently the other team mem-
bers weren’t paying attention during the “avoiding offensive 
language” portion of the computer training.  Now, I detest 
cursing, so from now on I shall replace their actual filthy lan-
guage with some more appropriate words.  So here is the edit-
ed version of Quintarious’ rage scene: “What the *cluck* were 
you thinking?!  Why the *bell* would you *fudging* do that?!  
Jim, get your *bass* over here and show this *spit*head 
how to do this!”  I would also soon find out that Quintarious 
thought he was in charge.  My job was off to a rousing start.
Well, after a few dirty looks and quite a few more curse words, 
we got the mess cleaned-up and I was moved from throwing 
the truck to covering the area that included pets, crafts, and 
electronics—they told me it was the easiest area to learn.  
The freight came fast on the line, but I managed to get all 
of my freight where it was supposed to go—thanks to some 
help from Sandra, who was the only one not to cuss me out.  
Instead, she smiled sympathetically and assisted me in all 
regards.  “You’ll get the hang of it, dear,” she would often say.  
We finished unloading the truck and sorting the pallets after 
four hours, and it was finally time for the one hour meal 
break.  Thank you, sweet mother of Jesus!  I slumped out of 
the store and to my car.  I just sat there, feet aching and head 
throbbing.  I didn’t even eat—just slept the whole time.  
When I got back it was time to pull the loaded pallets from 
the backroom to their appropriate departments on the sales 
floor.  “Ryan, will you show Eric where everything goes?” 
asked Jim.
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“Oh, *truck* my life… Yeah,” he replied.  For an ex-military 
man, he doesn’t show much respect for his commanding 
officers.
I grabbed a pallet jack and hoisted up a pallet full of toys. 
“This is department nine, right Ryan?”
     “Oh, *flock* my life! No that’s seven.  Seven is toys, nine is 
sporting goods. God!” 
     “Right, sorry.”  Jerkface.
Well, so it began: jacking up pallets, delivering them to their 
spots, and returning to repeat the process until a little after 
eleven o’clock.  Unfortunately, unbeknownst to me, the pallet 
jack I was using was the oldest one in the building, and its 
hydraulics failed to work on an appropriate level.  Perhaps I 
should have paid more attention to the words scribbled on the 
side of the jack: “Piece of *Slit*.”  Even the 
inanimate objects curse...
We finished hauling the pallets and it was soon time for a 
break.  I slid to the back corner of the employee “lounge.”  I 
think I’d prefer to take my break in the bathroom.  Normally 
I only drink water, but after putting up with everything up 
to this point I decided to crack open an Excellent Value Root 
Beer.  As I sat there in a drunken stupor, Cory walked over 
and sat down.  “How ya feelin’’?” he asked.
Like I could murder everyone in this place. “Oh, I’m doing 
alright—just a little tired.”
     “No need to be macho.  This place sucks.  I’ve only been 
here for a couple of weeks, myself.  My first night, I wanted 
to murder everyone in this place.  Now I just want to injure 
them.”  We laughed.  I really needed that.  He continued, 
“Naw, it’s really not that bad most nights.  You get used to it.  
So what made you want to work here?”
     “Well, to tell you the truth, I just wanted some extra 
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spending money—you know, for a few new games.”
     “Cool. I wish I had time for video games.  I haven’t played 
any new stuff since Uncharted 3.”
     “Dude, why not?!”
     “Oh, well, I’ve got a little girl to take care of—plus      
school, so…”
Whoa. He’s my age, and he already has a family.  “Well, at 
least you’re willing to take care of her, unlike a lot of guys.”
     “I do my best!” he said with a smile, guzzling a bottle of 
water.
***
Why does anybody do anything?  I used to ask myself this 
question a lot.  Wouldn’t life be much more enjoyable if we all 
just did what we wanted?  After working a few more months 
at Will-Mart, I got my answers to these questions.  I gradu-
ally became quite good at my job—and somehow managed to 
memorize all those department numbers!  On breaks, I spent 
my time checking on the release dates for my most anticipat-
ed games—Fallout 4 on November 10, and Star Wars Bat-
tlefront on November 17.  I smiled an endearing smile at the 
thought of each new world.  It wouldn’t be long until I could 
escape reality and travel to lands filled with great adventures, 
beautiful aliens, laser guns, power suits, and lightsabers.  I 
would sometimes look across the breakroom at Cory—he 
would gaze at his phone, too, but instead of imagining glori-
ous new worlds to explore, he was looking at pictures of his 
baby girl.  He rubbed his tired eyes and smiled an even more 
endearing smile than mine at each photo.  I guess the answer 
to my first question is “So we can have what we need.”  And 
the answer to my second question is “not necessarily.”  
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My feet leave the rough rock.  I feel the cold sting of wa-
ter.  My cousins and I take turns hurling ourselves into the 
frothing glass.  Our limbs are exhausted.  Ignoring the pain, 
we climb back up the mountain.  Back to my personal hav-
en.  My grandmother’s cabin, a source of bliss in the middle 
of nowhere.
Garden paths twist and turn. Lilies, foxgloves and moun-
tain laurel meet my nose with an intoxicating scent.   Her 
famous chocolate cake melts in my mouth.  We sleep with 
the windows open.  The cool North Carolina air caresses 
my cheek.  I am convinced that pain does not exist here.  It 
resides far away from the blue foothills and green pines.
She plays an old Russian waltz on the piano.  We dance 
around the living room, over the couches and bumping into 
book shelves.  A fire laughs at us in the chimney.  We laugh 
at how wonderful life can be.  Sometimes you forget.  But I 
always remember here.    
Cabin
Kaitlyn Davis
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This word praises the ideal beauty,
Fillers, fakers, and phonies slash through magazines daily.
Young girls believe they should be transformed to be loved,
Yet the steps to success do not have a happy ending.
The goal is confidence, but the road to it is counterproductive.
Those who accomplish this, give promises to those who 
     are struggling.
How can you look at me and not see the issue in this?
The lives of young girls live through me.
But what can I do if I cannot stay sane enough to assist them?
Especially since I’m a pageant queen.
The Sad Truth
Meleah Swoopes
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She moved from the west big open sky to a southern swamp 
because her sister’s dying, or not dying. Like the trees in a 
perpetual winter, her body’s stuck in a pre-death slow dance, 
knowing the potential for spring, but doubting the existence 
of flowers. She dreams of the stability of sunrises, of lungs 
deep with breath. She dreams of spring blossoms; of pale, 
sticky petals sprouting atop of the Bradford Pear Trees. So 
different from the prickle pears of bent dreams. 
Unplanned
 Brooke Ashley
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Most days that went by were solemn and slow. For an ad-
venturous mind like mine, it was torturous to sit in a high 
school classroom all week and be forced to contain curious 
energy. The bell rang harshly and shocked me out of wander-
ing thoughts. It was the end of the day and I was anxious to 
find a source of entertainment for the weekend. The hallway 
was crowded with enthusiasm as I walked up to Gav, my best 
friend since early boyhood, and tried to finagle him to come 
along on a weekend excursion that I had already planned out 
in my head.
I knew that it would be tricky to convince him to come be-
cause Gav was very different from me. School was simply a 
necessary evil in my opinion, and I had trouble taking it seri-
ously. Gav, however, was a straight ‘A’ student and never put 
anything above schoolwork. Our ideas of fun did not match up 
either. For example, Gav had spent countless hours under the 
hood of his 1969 Nova dismantling and reassembling various 
parts for the heck of it. He wanted to go to college and become 
a mechanical engineer. I usually listened to him name off 
part after part while shooting basketball on the rusty goal his 
parents had set up for us years ago. 
I had set up a strict script to follow just moments before that I 
was sure would convince him no matter what excuse he had.
     “So, I have a proposition,” I began earnestly.
The Usual
Lauren Hayes
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     “Seriously, Stephen? I have a paper due next week and a 
lab report,” Gav complained. He was shoving books in his bag 
as I was throwing all of mine into the thin, metal locker. 
     “Come on, man. It’s the weekend and you haven’t even 
heard my idea,” I was damn near begging at this point. He 
would give in eventually, he always did. I thought I would 
never convince him to break into the old, deserted hospital on 
Halloween last year, but he came through then. Today would 
be no different. 
     “I don’t know what you’ve concocted, but I guess I’ll catch 
ya later,” Gav groaned and walked off. It was a resounding 
yes in my book.
***
The midnight blue Nova rumbled down my dirt driveway and 
came to a halt with the front bumper inches from my shins. 
I walked around, pulled open the heavy door and settled into 
the passenger seat. 
     “So, where’s the trouble this week?” Gav asked while he let 
the Nova roll back toward the street. 
     “Charlie’s,” I said in a fake cough in order to achieve a 
certain nonchalance.
     “Charlie’s?! That’s a bar! You gotta be twenty-one to get 
in there!” he bellowed and slammed his hand on the steering 
wheel. He looked at me as if to ask for a different option, but I 
only stared back and shrugged my shoulders.
     “I know a guy,” I offered and motioned for him to get going. 
He threw the gear shift in first and the Nova roared as it 
launched forward on the pavement. The guy I referred to just 
happened to be Mitchell Smith. He was the son of some of 
my parents’ friends who had seen the other side prison bars 
for a night or two until his parents bailed him out. Mitchell 
had graduated from our high school a few years back and was 
known around town to have ‘connections’. This was precisely 
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the reason Gav stayed away from him and why I wasn’t about 
to mention Mitchell’s name.
I later explained, much to Gav’s dismay, that we would have 
to sneak in. Of course, he tried several other suggestions for 
our night’s fun, but I stuck to it as I always did. According to 
Mitchell, there was a big, black side door that would not be 
locked. We could duck in there and no one would ever know 
the difference.  
When we arrived, there was a bit of a crowd outside the front 
door that we had to casually slink past to get to the side of the 
building. A muscled up guy with Army tattoos on both fore-
arms was checking IDs and letting people in the front door. 
Night had settled, and while the front of Charlie’s was bright-
ly lit, the side was incredibly dark. 
We felt our way along the rough brick wall until we found the 
door we were looking for. Gav reached for the handle, hesitat-
ed for a second, and then twisted it. The door didn’t move and 
he looked back at me while the darkness covered the hopeless 
expression that I knew was there.
     “Great,” he said stepping back from the door.
     “You gotta lift up. That’s the trick,” I mentioned while 
I grabbed the handle myself. I lifted up on the handle and 
pushed the door with my shoulder. The door creaked open and 
revealed an empty hallway. We followed the sound of Steven 
Tyler’s voice telling us to “walk this way” from the speakers 
until we were in. We stood still at the edge of the new room 
and tried to take it all in. It was a sensory overload with the 
booming music, flashing lights, and the strong smell of vari-
ous perfumes and cigarette smoke that intermingled.
A girl wearing a black suede halter top and bell bottoms was 
dancing at the edge of the room with a beer in one hand and a 
burning cigarette in the other. As she slung her head around 
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to the beat of the music, her waist-length brown hair swung 
almost as gracefully as her beer sloshed in the glass before 
spilling onto the floor.
     “Hey!” a menacing voice snapped. A woman with a black 
‘staff ’ shirt stood in front of us with her arms crossed. Her 
nose came to a point and she reminded me of a bloodhound 
sniffing out trouble. She only came to my shoulder, but the 
glare in her eyes told me she could throw us out without any 
problem at all. 
     “I think you’re in the wrong place,” she said after looking 
us up and down.
Gav mumbled some nonsense until I spoke up to tell her that 
we were where we should be. She smiled in a way that let 
me know she saw through me immediately. Her glare disap-
peared and she laughed a little.
    
      “Look, I usually don’t do this, but you two look harmless. 
Just one rule, don’t find yourselves in his way,” she said while 
pointing to a rather large man standing in the corner and 
constantly scanning the room, “- and enjoy your night,” she 
finished as she walked away with a smug smile. It seemed 
that we had managed to make a helpful friend. 
Now that we had made our way in without causing trouble, 
I was unsure of what to do next. Gav and I stood awkwardly 
against the wall trying to seek out a better niche. Gav was 
continuously twisting his class ring around his finger over 
and over again with a glazed expression on his face. It was 
clear that he would be conspicuously nervous as long as we 
appeared to not fit in with the rest of the crowd. He finally 
pulled my attention to two stools at the bar area that looked 
promising.  We walked quickly and weaved our way through 
several groups of loudly speaking people until we made it to 
our destination. We sat and observed the room from a totally 
new perspective. 
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     “We look out of place. What are you trying to accomplish?” 
Gav questioned while keeping his eyes on the big guy in the 
corner with a shaved head who the staff girl had warned us 
about. Gav was right, nonetheless. I honestly had failed to put 
any thought into an accomplishment. The majority of my plan 
had focused on getting us in without causing any disturbanc-
es or getting caught. Once that was put behind us, I had no 
further plan.
     “We should just relax for a while,” I suggested in an at-
tempt to calm us both down. The heat in the room was near 
a stifling level.  That surely explained why nearly every man 
there had their shirts half or completely unbuttoned. After 
this consideration hit me, I noticed that women were also 
much more scantily clad than I was used to seeing. On the 
other side of Gav sat a man with dark hair and eyes. He was 
very tanned and probably had a labor intensive job in the 
heat of the day. His hair hung in unruly curls just over his 
ears and connected to thick sideburns that trailed down the 
side of his square jaw. He laughed loudly at something I had 
missed as a woman found a seat on his knee and handed him 
a frozen mug of a very dark beer. 
Her hair loosely cascaded past her waist and was such a 
bright red that it resembled a low burning flame. She wore 
a dark blue button-up with ends tied so that her stomach 
showed. I forgot that we were only sitting a few feet apart 
and soon her emerald gaze met mine.  I shamefully turned 
my head to continue my conversation with Gav only to realize 
that he too had noticed the redhead. I looked back at her to 
see that she was still watching me. This time I did not lower 
my eyes until I felt a sudden pain in my knee that caused me 
to quickly reach for the place of anguish. I caught the sight of 
an old boot being retracted and followed it until I pieced what 
had happened together. The man on which the redhead was 
perched had kicked my knee with his free leg. 
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          “Lookin’ at my girl, eh?” he said roughly with a wry 
smile stretching across his whiskery face. I looked up from my 
throbbing knee and desperately tried to think of an excuse, 
but unintelligible mumbling was the only result.  Apparently 
my befuddlement struck him in a comedic way because he 
threw his head back and let out a roaring laugh. The girl, 
“his girl”, tilted her head slightly forward let out a tinkling 
laugh. Gav shot me a look that confirmed he was every bit as 
humiliated as I was. That was it. This burly man was going 
to turn us into the big guy with the shaved head and throw us 
out. Gav would completely flip out that I had really gotten us 
into trouble this time. I knew that they would probably have 
the cops pick us up and then we would be just like Mitchell 
Smith. I couldn’t complain though. I was the one that had got 
us into this mess.
     “I’m Mykie,” the girl yelled over the music and reached 
out to shake hands with Gav and me. “Don’t mind him,” she 
motioned to the man, “he gets like that when he’s had a few. 
What’s your names?”  
I looked at Gav and he looked back at me. Relief washed over 
me instantly, but I could tell it was going to take Gav a few 
minutes to get his heart rate back down. I told her our names 
while we shook hands. The handshake didn’t last nearly as 
long as I had hoped it would. 
     “You two new here?” she asked looking interested. I wasn’t 
about to tell her we were in high school, so I simply said, 
“Yeah, guess we are,” in as casual a tone as I could manage 
considering the lump in my throat that I had never felt be-
fore. She explained who several of the people were and who 
their group was. 
     
     “That’s Stacy,” Mykie told us while pointing to the girl 
I had noticed earlier that had unknowingly spilled a good 
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portion of her beer. We learned that Stacy and Mykie were 
really close friends and had been for a long time. According to 
Mykie, Stacy could be a bit of handful and she would probably 
need to be babysat later. 
     “Hey, wanna dance with us?” Mykie asked as Foghat’s 
“Slow Ride” began to blare over the speakers. Gav and I 
jumped to our feet almost too eager and followed her over to 
where Stacy had already found the spot right next to the 
giant black speakers. 
Our night continued like that for hours. Song after song 
played and I forgot any worry I might have had as I watched 
Mykie sway closer and closer to me. Gav shot me a smile that 
seemed to forgive all my past transgressions as Stacy grabbed 
his hands and twirled into him. We danced, sang, laughed, 
and ultimately acted like fools until well after midnight and it 
became increasingly clear that Stacy had had 
way too much beer. 
Mykie indicated that it was time to get her home so we made 
our way out the front and helped Stacy slide into the back 
seat of Gav’s Nova. Mykie gave us directions to her apartment 
and asked if we would help her get Stacy, who was in and out 
of sleep, safely to the couch. We laughed and agreed while 
Stacy raised her head to protest, “I’m not s-s-so bad, guys,” 
she said with only a slight slur. 
We pulled in to the set of small apartments with minimal 
shrubbery in the front and Gav cut the engine. Mykie got out 
to unlock and swing open the door to apartment three on the 
ground floor. Gav had swung Stacy’s arm over his shoulders 
and was helping her walk into the apartment. 
     “The couch is to the left and there should be some blankets 
in that closet,” Mykie told Gav from the tiny front entrance 
before turning back to me. 
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     “I had fun tonight. And, I hope you didn’t get the wrong 
idea about David. We’re friends, but he tries to act all posses-
sive when he’s drunk like that,” she explain while she fidgeted 
with the knot where her shirt ends were tied together. To tell 
the truth, I had forgot all about the guy with the side burns 
who had likely left me with a giant bruise. 
     
     “Here,” she started while she reached inside the door to 
a shelf on the other side, “let me give you mine and Stacy’s 
phone numbers,” she finished jotting down numbers and 
placed the torn piece of paper in my hand. 
     “T-t-thanks,” I said stupidly without thinking. I looked 
down at the number and then looked back at Mykie
 standing in the doorway. 
     “Gav is sweet. Stacy needs someone like that,” Mykie 
explained while she looked over her shoulder into 
the apartment. 
     “What about you?” I asked without hesitation and I 
regretted my words after I heard them. Mykie looked at me 
for a second before a wide smile spread across her face reveal-
ing bright white teeth.
     “Call me sometime and maybe we can figure that out 
together,” she spoke in a way that left me with a feeling that I 
was beginning to grow fond of. 
***
After Gav and I had got back in the Nova and on the road 
back home I showed him the paper with the numbers neatly 
writing on it.
 
     “Man, I knew that putting up with your crap would be 
worth it some time,” Gav laughed and sped the Nova up with 
enthusiasm. It was the beginning of something better than 
the usual.
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